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Abstract
The Roles of Polyploidy, Climate, and Genetic Architecture in the Evolution of Leaf Form in
Viburnum (Adoxaceae)
Morgan Kirsten Moeglein
2021
Plants exhibit extensive variation in leaf form, but the evolutionary drivers of this variation are
not well understood. This dissertation leverages the wide diversity of leaf form and instances of
leaf syndrome convergence in Viburnum to investigate trends in leaf trait evolution across the
group. First, I explore how changes in chromosome number and genome size influence leaf
characters of ecophysiological importance. It appears that even with extensive variation in
chromosome number and genome size across Viburnum, nucleotypic changes largely do not
constrain leaf traits related to ecophysiological function. I then look into a case of convergent
evolution for leaf syndromes in a radiation of Central and South American cloud forest species.
First, I studied whether or not different species with the same leaf syndromes occupied similar
climatic niches and found that though all leaf syndromes occupied largely overlapping climatic
zones, some leaf syndromes do seem to sort by a couple select climate variables. I then uncover
hybridization between two Mexican species with different leaf syndromes and use this
underlying genetic diversity to identify genetic markers associated with leaf trait differences. I
find that some leaf traits are associated with many genomic regions while others are associated
with only a few and that some significant regions are associated with multiple traits. Overall,
there are many factors, from genetic to environmental, shaping the evolution of leaf form in
Viburnum.
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Introduction
Variation in organismal form and the selective forces driving that variation are of central
interest to the study of evolutionary biology. For botanists, extensive diversity in leaf form has
inspired many investigations into how leaf trait variation arises and, conversely, why certain
forms are selected for repeatedly. Even though this has been an area of intense interest for
hundreds of years, there is still a lot we do not know about the causes and consequences of leaf
trait variation, especially outside of a few model plant systems. In my doctoral work I have
attempted to combine multiple lines of inquiry, viewed through a comparative phylogenetic lens,
to better understand the selective forces shaping leaf form in the genus Viburnum.
Viburnum is a clade of about 165 species of shrubs and small understory trees with a
worldwide distribution. It displays remarkable diversity in leaf leaf characters and earlier work
has established Viburnum as a model clade for the study of leaf form. Species relationships in
Viburnum are also phylogenetically well resolved, providing a comparative framework in which
to study trait evolution. In this dissertation, I explore a variety of approaches to better
understand which factors may shape Viburnum leaf trait variation.
In my first chapter, I investigate whether or not variation in chromosome number or
genome size has any effect on leaf traits of ecophysiological importance across Viburnum.
Earlier work has suggested that increases in cell size resulting from increases in genome size
have ultimately placed an upper limit on maximum rates of photosynthesis across plants. We
analyzed chromosome number, genome size, and leaf traits across Viburnum species to determine
the drivers and functional implications of genome size variation. We found extensive variation in
chromosome number and genome size with multiple polyploidy events across the clade.
1

However, we did not find a strong correlation between genome size and leaf traits of
ecophysiological interest.
In chapters two and three we focus on the Central and South American Viburnum clade,
Oreinotinus. Oreinotinus has diversified throughout cloud forest environments as the radiation
moves south, resulting in endemic regional clades containing multiple species with a suite of
different leaf syndromes. Across regions we often find similar sets of syndromes that have
evolved independently in each clade and this convergent evolution across regions provides an
excellent opportunity to study the selective forces behind these leaf syndromes.
We first used these convergent syndromes to test our hypothesis that the same leaf
syndromes are selected for under similar environments. After exploring Viburnum species ranges
in the field, we placed climate stations in Viburnum populations across Mexico, with multiple
species representing each syndrome. We also compiled a collection of specimen localities to
perform a complementary analysis of climate variation across species ranges. Though we did
find a few syndrome-specific climatic trends, there was ultimately much climatic overlap across
all species and syndromes, suggesting climate may not have played as strong a role in selecting
for leaf traits as we expected.
Finally, we focus on two species within our Central American radiation: V. jucundum and
V. lautum. Viburnum jucundum and V. lautum are sister species found in Chiapas, Mexico and
they have very different leaf morphologies; V. jucundum has large, pubescent leaves with toothed
margins while V. lautum has small, mostly glabrous leaves, with entire margins. Earlier
observations in the field suggested that these two species hybridized in disturbed environments
resulting in intermediate and variable leaf phenotypes. In this chapter, we confirm the existence
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of hybrids and use the genotypic and phenotypic diversity associated with hybrid swarm
individuals to map leaf traits to the Viburnum genome. This work provides insights into the
genetic architecture of leaf traits in Viburnum and suggests why some leaf traits may be more or
less likely to be assembled into the syndromes we observe across the radiation.

3

Chapter 1: Evolutionary dynamics of genome size in a radiation of woody plants

Abstract
Plant genome size ranges widely, providing many opportunities to examine how genome
size variation affects plant form and function. We analyzed trends in chromosome number,
genome size, and leaf traits for the woody angiosperm clade Viburnum to examine the
evolutionary associations, functional implications, and possible drivers of genome size.
Chromosome counts and genome size estimates were mapped onto a Viburnum phylogeny to
infer the location and frequency of polyploidization events and trends in genome size evolution.
Genome size was analyzed with leaf anatomical and physiological data to evaluate the influence
of genome size on plant function. We discovered nine independent polyploidization events, two
reductions in base chromosome number, and substantial variation in genome size with a slight
trend toward genome size reduction in polyploids. We did not find strong relationships between
genome size and the functional and morphological traits that have been highlighted at broader
phylogenetic scales. Polyploidization events were sometimes associated with rapid radiations,
demonstrating that polyploid lineages can be highly successful. Relationships between genome
size and plant physiological function observed at broad phylogenetic scales may be largely
irrelevant to the evolutionary dynamics of genome size at smaller scales. The view that plants
readily tolerate changes in ploidy and genome size, and often do so, appears to apply to
Viburnum.

Introduction

4

Plants exhibit wide variation in genome size, with almost 150 giga base pairs (Gpb) of
genome size variation across land plants (Pellicer et al., 2018). This genome size variation is at
least partially related to changes in chromosome number over the course of plant evolution.
Variation in chromosome number through whole genome duplication, hybridization,
chromosome loss, chromosome fusion, and chromosome fission is widely tolerated in plants and
widespread in many clades (Cui et al., 2006; Estep et al., 2014; Mandáková et al., 2015; Hou et
al., 2016; Lightfoot et al., 2017). Because changes in chromosome number and genome size have
arisen repeatedly in distantly related lineages, there are many opportunities to study the
mechanisms and implications of genome size variation, chromosome number variation, and the
interplay between the two.
Changes in total chromosome number often show a characteristic multiplication of base
chromosome number associated with polyploidy. This can be either autopolyploidy, resulting
from the fusion of unreduced gametes from plants of the same species, or allopolyploidy,
resulting from the fusion of unreduced gametes from separate species (Kihara and Ono, 1926;
Ramsey and Schemske, 1998). Polyploidy increases chromosome number with respect to at least
one of the parents and leads to genome size increase, at least in the short term. Aneuploidy—the
loss or gain of whole chromosomes (De Storme and Mason, 2014; Lightfoot et al., 2017)—can
also lead to genome size increases or decreases. Chromosome number change can also arise
through rearrangement of chromosomes (Hou et al., 2016), with fission leading to an increase in
chromosome number and fusion leading to a decrease. Although both of these mechanisms
change the base chromosome count by one, they do not necessarily lead to changes in genome
size because the original chromosomes are not gained or lost, but only modified.
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While changes in chromosome number can change genome size, genome size can also vary
independently of chromosome number (Price et al., 2005; Fleischmann et al., 2014).
Non-polyploidy related genome size increases occur largely through transposon amplification
(Hawkins et al., 2006), though smaller increases could also occur through tandem gene
duplication and insertions. Genome size decreases can result from deletions, unequal
homologous recombination, and illegitimate recombination, particularly in repetitive regions of
the genome (Devos et al., 2002; Vitte and Bennetzen, 2006; Ren et al., 2018). Previous work
shows a trend towards genome downsizing following polyploidy events (Leitch and Bennett,
2004; Vu et al., 2015), suggesting that there may be disadvantages to having a large genome, and
promoting mechanisms to scale down genome size while chromosome number remains constant.
How might having a small or large genome influence basic organismal function? At the
molecular scale, increases in ploidy can lead to increases in mRNA transcript abundance,
although the relationship between expression and ploidy is not necessarily linear or consistent
between genes (Coate and Doyle, 2010, 2015). The physical packing of more DNA into a
nucleus could also affect gene regulation because of changes in proximity between chromatin
and its interacting proteins in a more crowded nucleus (Almassalha et al., 2017; Sugawara and
Kimura, 2017). Larger genomes are also linked to larger cell sizes (Müntzing, 1936; Mirsky and
Ris, 1951; Cavalier-Smith, 1978; Beaulieu et al., 2008), although the exact mechanism is unclear
and effects can differ between cell types (Marshall et al., 2012; Doyle and Coate, 2019).
Increases in nuclear DNA content associated with endoreduplication, in which cells double their
DNA without undergoing division, can be associated with larger cells and different cell
morphologies (Melaragno et al., 1993), showing another mechanism linking an increase in
nuclear DNA and cellular properties.
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Given the cellular implications of genome size variation, more recent work has explored
how cellular changes could influence emergent physiological and ecological properties.
Polyploids can achieve faster climatic niche differentiation than their diploid progenitors,
possibly facilitating polyploid speciation (Baniaga et al., 2020). In comparisons of diploids and
chemically induced polyploids of the same species, polyploids showed changes in
physiologically-relevant cellular traits, such as vein density, but did not exhibit concomitant
changes in ecologically relevant responses, such as heat stress response or growth rate (Wei et
al., 2020). In previous studies, increases in genome size have been correlated with slower growth
rate (Cavalier-Smith, 1978; Sharpe et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2019), which could in turn limit
plants with large genomes from colonizing stressful or seasonal environments with short growing
seasons where fast growth is required (Knight et al., 2005; Qiu et al., 2019). Other work
extrapolates further, suggesting that if increases in genome size lead to increases in cell size, then
large cell size may constrain stomatal and leaf venation densities, which would present a
hydraulic limitation to photosynthesis (Simonin and Roddy, 2018). A relationship between
genome size and photosynthetic rate was proposed to place limits on the evolutionary success of
nonflowering seed plants and ferns, which tend to have larger genomes than angiosperms;
conversely, the ecological success of angiosperms has been attributed to their ability to achieve
small genome sizes (Simonin and Roddy, 2018).
Polyploidy can have other evolutionary implications. It can be a source of evolutionary
novelty, with new gene copies available to evolve independently and gain new functions (Ohno,
1970; Roose and Gottlieb, 1976; Wendel, 2000). The process of diploidization following a
polyploidy event can lead to chromosome rearrangements and gene silencing, thereby
influencing regulation and function (Soltis et al., 2015; Hu and Wendel, 2019). All of this
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suggests that whole genome duplications could provide opportunities for new evolutionary
innovations in a polyploid lineage (Levin, 1983; Soltis and Soltis, 2016). Polyploidy may also
influence speciation rates on a large scale, with some authors suggesting that polyploidy hinders
lineage diversification because on average, diploids diversify at higher rates than polyploids
(Mayrose et al., 2011, 2015). Others have countered that polyploidy is positively associated with
lineage diversification rates (Tank et al., 2015; Landis et al., 2018) and that polyploidy and
diversification must be compatible, because all living seed plants have radiated in spite of
ancient polyploidy events, and inferred paleopolyploidy events are scattered broadly across the
plant tree of life (Soltis et al., 2009, 2014; Jiao et al., 2011).
While recent studies linking genome size with various biological phenomena have
produced some intriguing correlations, more work needs to be done to understand the
universality of these relationships. Here we analyze the evolution of genome size and
chromosome number across Viburnum (Adoxaceae), a clade of around 165 species of shrubs and
small trees. We have been developing Viburnum as a model clade (Donoghue and Edwards,
2019), and we now know a great deal about phylogenetic relationships, biogeographic and
ecological history, diversification, and functional trait evolution within this lineage (Schmerler et
al., 2012; Chatelet et al., 2013; Edwards et al., 2014, 2017; Scoffoni et al., 2016; Spriggs et al.,
2018; Landis et al., 2020). Additionally, an extraordinary set of studies by (Egolf, 1956, 1962)
produced multiple chromosome counts for 69 species of Viburnum, indicating extensive variation
in chromosome number, potentially multiple polyploidy events, and at least one shift in base
chromosome number. In addition to analyzing the existing counts in a phylogenetic context for
the first time, we add previously unreported counts for nine species from Mexico and 48 new
genome size estimates, allowing us to analyze the dynamics of genome size and chromosome
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number evolution across the group. Understanding genome size evolution in Viburnum is also
interesting from the standpoint of plant growth form. Earlier broad-scale studies suggested a
decoupling of genome size–leaf trait relationships in woody plants (Beaulieu et al., 2008), but
this has not been examined in detail within a single clade. By comparing our genome size
estimates with measurements of guard cell length, stomatal density, vein density, and
photosynthetic rates, we are able to interrogate how previously suggested genome size–trait
relationships are maintained during a radiation of woody plants.

Methods
Chromosome counts
We include chromosome counts for 78 species, 66 of which were obtained from Egolf (1956,
1962), three from Zhang et al. (2016), and nine that are new to this study. Twelve species
included in Zhang et al. (2016) agreed with earlier counts from Egolf (1956, 1962), increasing
our confidence in the original Egolf counts. We included all Egolf counts provided that they are
currently recognized species and not hybrids, with a few exceptions. We did not include the
Egolf (1956, 1962) counts for V. microphyllum, V. hartwegii, and V. ellipticum because (1) we
doubted the provenance of the accessions, (2) there was only one example of each, and (3) the
counts seemed unlikely given the counts of closely related species. We did not include the count
of 2n = 18 for V. setigerum from Egolf (1956) because the author doubted it and later omitted it
(Egolf, 1962).
The chromosome counts for nine additional species were prepared using methods similar to
those detailed by Egolf (1956). Root tips were collected from plants growing in the greenhouse
on a sunny day. Tips were fixed in dichlorobenzene for about two hours at room temperature,
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then placed in a watch glass containing 1 drop 1N HCl and 9 drops of staining solution (1%
orecin/45% acetic acid/54% water). The watch glass was passed over a Bunsen burner three
times so the solution was hot, but not boiling. The heated watch glass was placed on the bench,
another watch glass was placed on top of the first, and the roots were allowed to cool in the
watch glass for at least two minutes. One root tip was squashed individually on each slide. A
drop of staining solution was placed in the middle of the slide; a root tip was placed in the
staining solution and covered with a cover slip. The slide was then placed on the floor, covered
with a 5cm x 5cm square of eraser, and stood upon by M. Moeglein for 5 minutes in order to
flatten the root cells and chromosomes for imaging. The slide was then sealed with clear nail
polish and imaged at 100× oil magnification on a Nikon Eclipse 90i compound microscope
(Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Each image was taken as a z-stack to ensure all chromosomes were in
focus and all images from the stack showing chromosomes in focus were combined in Photoshop
(Adobe Systems, San Jose, California, USA) to make the final image. Chromosomes from at
least three cells from each species were counted.
Genome size estimates
Genome size estimates were generated using flow cytometry. Fresh leaf tissue from 48
species was collected into wet paper towels and placed in a cooler with ice packs in order to keep
the leaves cool but not frozen. Leaves were processed for flow cytometry as quickly as possible
to minimize degradation of nuclei, spending three days or less in the cooler before processing.
Tissue was then co-chopped with Glycine max, Zea mays, and/or Pisum sativum as internal
genome size standards (Doležel et al., 1994, 1998; Lysak and Doležel, 1998) and stained with
propidium iodide using the Partec Sysmex Plant Precise P kit standard kit protocol (Sysmex,
Kobe, Japan). Samples were run on a BD Biosciences LSRII (BD Biosciences, San Jose,
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California, USA) at low speed. At least five samples were run per individual, with varied
proportions of Viburnum tissue and internal standard tissue to ensure the correct identification of
peak order. The three samples showing the most similar peak heights between the Viburnum and
standard nuclei were used to calculate nuclear DNA content. Picograms of DNA per somatic
nucleus were calculated using
Mode fluorescence (Viburnum)
Mode fluorescence (Internal Standard)

=

Picograms DNA per nucleus (Viburnum)
Picograms DNA per nucleus (Internal Standard)

Picograms (pg) of DNA per somatic nucleus were converted to genome sizes using 1 pg DNA =
0.978 Gbp (Doležel et al., 2003), yielding a 2n Gbp genome size estimate.
Basic genome size (Leitch and Bennett, 2004), or Cx (Greilhuber et al., 2005), was
calculated using Genome size (2n Gbp) / Ploidy, where Ploidy = 2 for diploids (2n = 16 or 18), 4
for tetraploids (2n = 32 or 36), or 8 for octoploids (2n = 72). When the chromosome count
reported by Egolf (1956, 1962) was uncertain, we used the count in which our genome size
estimate matched the Egolf (1956, 1962) accession (when available) or the most frequently
observed count. Clade names are based on the classification and phylogenetic definitions of
Clement et al. (2014).
Ancestral state reconstruction for chromosome number and genome size
Ancestral state reconstruction of chromosome number and genome size were inferred using
the Viburnum phylogeny from Landis et al. (2020). For chromosome number evolution, we
employed the analytical package chromEvol 2.0 (Glick and Mayrose, 2014). We used counts for
78 species from Egolf (1956, 1962), Zhang et al. (2016), and this study. We used the ancestral
chromosome number estimates produced after 10000 simulations of the CONST_RATE model,
assuming a constant rate of evolution and allowing for chromosome number transitions resulting
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from ascending dysploidy, descending dysploidy, and whole genome duplications. Where more
than one chromosome number value per species was reported, we calculated the percentage
frequency of each count and included this in our input data file. Variation within species is
incorporated by chromEvol during ancestral state reconstruction. Uncertainty around node values
was calculated as the posterior probability of the most likely chromosome number.
We tested Brownian Motion (BM) versus Ornstein Uhlenbeck (OU) as models of trait
evolution for genome size and basic genome size using the R package ‘geiger’ (Pennell et al.,
2014). Ancestral state reconstructions for genome size and basic genome size under BM and OU
were calculated using the anc.ML function in phytools (Revell, 2012). We investigated
relationships between genome size and chromosome number using phylogenetic linear models
(PLM) under BM and OU using the R package ‘phylolm’ (Ho and Ané, 2014). All model tests
were used in conjunction with the Viburnum phylogeny from Landis et al. (2020) pruned to
include the species for which we have genome size estimates and chromosome counts.
Leaf trait measurement
Leaf tissue was collected fresh from either field-grown material or from living specimens
in the Arnold Arboretum in Boston, Massachusetts, or the Washington Park Arboretum in
Seattle, Washington (see Appendix 2 for voucher specimen information), and stored in
formalin-acetic acid-alcohol (FAA) until further processing. Guard cell length and stomatal
density were measured either from epidermal peels or from squares of leaf blade that had been
immersed in 1 part glacial acetic acid : 4 parts 95% ethanol : 5 parts DI water. After treatment,
leaf sections were baked at 40–50°C until translucent. Images were taken using a Nikon Eclipse
E600 compound microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Stomatal counts and guard cell
measurements were made in ImageJ2 (Rueden et al., 2017). Vein densities were measured using
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methods similar to those described in (Scoffoni et al., 2016). Briefly, fresh leaf pieces were
treated with sodium hydroxide followed by sodium hypochlorite on a hot plate. Leaves were then
stained with Safranin O, imaged on a Nikon Eclipse E600 compound microscope (Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan), and total vein length per area (mm/mm2) measured using ImageJ2 (Rueden et al., 2017).
Measured and modeled values for light-saturated leaf photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area (Amax,
µmol CO2 m-2 s-1) were taken from (Chatelet et al., 2013).
Leaf trait/genome size comparisons
We investigated relationships between genome size and leaf traits using PLM under BM
and OU using the R package ‘phylolm’ (Ho and Ané, 2014). We also compared our genome size
and trait measurements in Viburnum to a plant-wide genome size–trait database published in
Simonin and Roddy (2018). All statistics comparing leaf traits and genome sizes were performed
in R (R Core Team, 2018).

Results
Chromosome number evolution
Haploid chromosome number ranges broadly in Viburnum, from 1n = 8 to 1n = 36. There are
five 1n = 8 species and 50 1n = 9 species in our sample. These species are our diploids. We also
sampled four 1n = 16 species and 13 1n =18 species, which are likely tetraploids, and four 1n =
36 species, which are likely octoploids (Figure 1.1). Our nine new counts indicate that all
sampled members of the Neotropical Oreinotinus clade are 1n=18 tetraploids (Figure 1.2). This
contradicts previous counts by Egolf (1956, 1962), who reported that the two Oreinotinus species
he sampled were 1n = 9.
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ChromEvol ancestral state reconstructions of chromosome number favor an ancestral
chromosome number for Viburnum of 1n = 9, with two later decreases in chromosome number
from 1n = 9 to 1n = 8 (Figure 1.1). One of these decreases occurred in the ancestor of our
samples of the Asian Solenotinus clade. The other reduction is in V. plicatum, which is closely
related to Solenotinus, and includes individual plants that have been counted as both 1n = 9 and
1n = 8 (Janaki-Ammal, 1953; Egolf, 1956, 1962). ChromEvol inferred 9 polyploidization events
within Viburnum, with three shifts from 1n = 9 to 1n = 18, four changes from 1n = 18 to 1n = 36,
and two from 1n = 8 to 1n = 16. Five of these events are linked to a single species in our sample,
while two are at the base of small clades containing two or three species. The remaining two
polyploidization events mark larger clades: Porphyrotinus, and a subclade within the
Solenotinus, containing 43 and 8 species, respectively.
Genome size evolution
Genome size varied over 5-fold across Viburnum, with 2C values ranging from 4.29–24.23
Gbp (4.20–23.70 pg) (Figure 1.3). These genome sizes are classified as small to intermediate
when compared to plants in general (Leitch et al., 2005). Genome size and basic genome size
evolution were all better fit by an OU model than BM (AIC 277.94 versus AIC 300.94, and AIC
111.77 versus AIC 115.42, respectively). However, all PLM under OU or BM showed the same
relationships and significance between variables (Appendix 3). Genome size was significantly
positively correlated with chromosome number (r2 = 0.617, P < 0.001, OU PLM r2 = 0.740, P <
0.001) (Figure 1.4). When 2C genome size was divided by ploidy to calculate basic genome size,
the basic genome size (Cx) ranged from 1.36–5.68 Gbp and the overall average was 3.23 Gbp
(Figure 1.5). The average basic genome size for diploids (1n = 8 or 9) was 3.34 Gbp, while the
average basic genome size for polyploids (1n = 16, 18, or 36) was 3.06 Gbp, although the
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difference was not statistically significant (Welch two sample t-test, P = 0.27). Basic genome
size was negatively correlated with chromosome number, but again the relationship was not
significant (r2 = 0.033, P = 0.113, OU PLM r2 = 0.007, P =0.568) (Figure 1.4).
Genome size and leaf trait correlations
All leaf trait PLM were again slightly better fit by OU than BM, but correlations and
significance between leaf traits and genome size showed the same trends regardless of the model
used (Appendix S4). Genome size was significantly positively correlated with guard cell length
(r2 = 0.164, P = 0.014, OU PLM r2 = 0.177, P = 0.019), and was weakly (although not
significantly) negatively correlated with stomatal density (r2 = 0.067, P = 0.087, OU PLM r2 =
0.010, P = 0.083). Genome size was not significantly correlated with leaf vein density (r2 =
-0.042, P = 0.881, OU PLM r2 = 0.001, P = 0.860) (Figure 1.6). When we combined our leaf trait
and genome size data set with the plant-wide data set from Simonin and Roddy (2018), all
correlations between genome size and guard cell length, stomatal density, and vein density
remained significant (r2 = 0.404, P < 0.001, r2 = 0.296, P < 0.001, and r2 = 0.457, P < 0.001,
respectively). However, the addition of our data did weaken the strength of the correlations
reported by Simonin and Roddy (2018). Measured A max values from Chatelet et al. (2013) were
positively correlated with genome size (r2 = 0.179, P = 0.023, OU PLM r2 = 0.225, P = 0.019),
and this positive correlation between genome size and photosynthetic rate was maintained when
we included additional values of modeled A max (r2 = 0.116, P = 0.016, OU PLM r2 = 0.118, P =
0.026) (Figure 1.7).

Discussion
Chromosome number evolution in Viburnum
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Chromosome number is highly labile across Viburnum, there being at least five classes of
chromosome numbers, two inferred decreases in base chromosome number, and at least nine
instances of polyploidization. Based on our ancestral state reconstructions we unambiguously
infer that the first viburnums were 1n = 9 (i.e., diploids with 2n = 18). This contradicts the
conclusion of Egolf (1956, 1962), who favored the view that 1n = 8 was ancestral. His
assessment was based on the finding of 1n = 8 in V. sieboldii and related species of Solenotinus
(then section Thyrsosma), which were judged by Wilkinson (1948) to be the most “primitive” of
the species that she sampled for flower anatomy. This is consistent with the idea of Hara (1983)
that in Viburnum the panicle-like inflorescence (characteristic of Solenotinus) is ancestral to the
more common umbel-like inflorescence. All phylogenetic analyses of Viburnum to date have
refuted these assumptions. Instead, it is now clear that the panicle-like inflorescence is the
derived state in Solenotinus (Clement et al., 2014), as is the 1n = 8 condition.
While we are confident that 1n = 9 is ancestral based on our current sample of 1n = 9
species (Figure 1.1), it is important to note that counts have not yet been obtained from two
deeply diverging, species-poor lineages: V. clemensiae and V. amplificatum, rare species found in
the tropical forests of northern Borneo. We also note that placement of V. clemensiae is equivocal
(Landis et al., 2020): it is either in the position shown in Figure 1.1, or it is sister to all of the rest
of Viburnum as in Clement et al. (2014) and Spriggs et al. (2015). In either case, chromosome
number and genome size data for this species could potentially alter support for our ancestral
state reconstruction. On the other hand, an ancestral x = 9 inference is also strongly
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Figure 1.1: (a) Ancestral state reconstruction of 1n chromosome number for all Viburnum
with colors indicating chromosome number and names on branches specifying clade names.
Boxes at tips indicate chromosome numbers for extant species, while gray boxes represent
missing counts. Box color in the left column represents the lowest count obtained for a given
species, while box color in the right column represents the highest count obtained. (b) Diagram
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showing number and direction of chromosome number transitions. Number and direction of
arrows indicates the number of transitions between chromosome numbers as determined by
ancestral state reconstruction. Chromosome drawings are from Egolf (1956) and include V.
bracteatum (1n = 36), V. tinus (1n = 18), V. bitchiuense (1n = 9), V. foetens (1n = 8), and V.
sieboldii (1n = 16).

supported by outgroup comparison, because most lineages within Dipsacales are characterized
by a base chromosome number of x = 9 (Sax and Kribs, 1930; Ourecky, 1970; Eriksson and
Donoghue, 1997; Benko‐Iseppon and Morawetz, 2000).
These considerations leave little doubt that 1n = 8 was derived from 1n = 9, and that
aneuploidy occurred at least twice in Viburnum: once along the branch leading to the Asian
Solenotinus clade, perhaps ~20 Mya (Landis et al., 2020), and once within V. plicatum, in which
some plants are 1n = 9, while others are 1n = 8 (Janaki-Ammal, 1953; Egolf, 1956, 1962). We
are unsure whether these shifts from 1n = 9 to 1n = 8 resulted from chromosome loss or
chromosome fusion, but we are hopeful that an analysis of the widespread and exceptionally
variable V. plicatum could shed light on the mechanism of anueploid reduction. Curiously, V.
hanceaum, the sister of V. plicatum, has been counted as an octoploid (1n = 36) (Egolf, 1956,
1962). This favors a base number of 1n = 9 in the V. plicatum–V. hanceanum clade, and hence a
reduction to 1n = 8 (one or more times) within V. plicatum.
There are several fairly deep polyploidization events in Viburnum, two of which mark
significant clades. Within the 1n = 8 Solenotinus, there were two shifts to 1n = 16, and one of
these subtends a clade of at least eight species that is nested within an eastern Himalayan
radiation during the past 8-5 Ma (Spriggs et al., 2015). We have also unambiguously identified
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Figure 1.2: Chromosome squashes for (a) V. acutifolium, (b) V. blandum, (c) V. caudatum, (d) V.
hartwegii, (e) V. jucundum, (f) V. lautum, (g) V. microcarpum, (h) V. stenocalyx, and (i) V.
sulcatum. Scale bars represent a distance of 10 µm. All chromosome squashes were counted as
2n = 36 chromosomes.

polyploidization subtending the entire New World Porphyrotinus clade, with some 44 species
(about one-quarter of all Viburnum species). This had been suggested by Donoghue (1982) based
on preliminary chromosome counts of 1n = 18 for V. lautum and V. blandum of southern Mexico.
Winkworth and Donoghue (2004) also hinted at this interpretation based on the phylogenetic
distribution of multiple copies of the granule-bound starch synthase (GBSSI) locus. Here, for the
first time, we provide definitive chromosome counts showing 1n = 18 (2n = 36) for nine
Mexican species (Figure 1.2). These results, together with counts of 1n = 18 for species of the
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closely related Mollotinus and Dentata clades, suggest that all species of Porphyrotinus are
polyploid.
The Porphyrotinus event is the most ancient of any of the polyploidy events within
Viburnum. This clade appears to have originated and entered North America from Eastern Asia
in the Paleocene or early Eocene (60–50 Mya [Landis et al., 2020]). Much later, beginning
perhaps 12 Mya, the Oreinotinus subclade shifted into cloud forests in Mexico and moved
progressively southward and into the Andes of South America some 5 Mya (Landis et al., 2020).
Spriggs et al. (2015) identified this Oreinotinus clade as the most rapid radiation within
Viburnum. Within Porphyrotinus we note that there have been at least two fairly recent (~1–3
Mya) shifts from tetraploidy (1n = 18) to octoploidy (1n = 36) in Eastern North America: once in
the uncommon V. bracteatum of the southeastern United States, and once or more within the
widespread, highly variable, and taxonomically controversial V. dentatum species complex
(represented in Figure 1.1 by V. dentatum, V. scabrellum, and V. recognitum).
Our results relate to ongoing arguments concerning the long-term evolutionary
consequences of polyploidy. On the one hand, it is thought that changes in chromosome number
could foster evolutionary innovation and diversification (Cui et al., 2006; Soltis et al., 2014;
Soltis and Soltis, 2016). Others have suggested that whole genome duplication is likely to be an
evolutionary dead end, with polyploids more likely to go extinct than they are to diversify
(Mayrose et al., 2011). In Viburnum, Spriggs et al. (2015) identified three rapid radiations. Two
of these are associated with polyploidy: the New World Porphyrotinus clade and the eastern
Himalaya element of the Asian Solenotinus clade. The third significant radiation—the Asian
Succotinus clade with some 27 species—is not connected with polyploidy, although it does
include one instance of tetraploidy (V. setigerum+V. phlebotrichum). Thus, polyploidy is not
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Figure 1.3: Genome size evolution in Viburnum. (a) Pruned phylogenetic tree including only
species with chromosome number and genome size estimates. Basic genome sizes (Cx Gbp) are
listed at tips, reconstructed base genome sizes are placed at nodes, colored boxes along branches
indicate polyploidization events. (b) Genome size estimates (2n Gbp) for each species indicated
by bar height with color indicating the likely chromosome number of the measured individual.
Error bars represent one standard deviation.

necessary for radiation, but neither is it a hindrance, i.e., polyploid clades are capable of
diversifying rapidly, even in a group of woody plants. In Viburnum we doubt that polyploidy
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itself was a direct driver of increased diversification. Rather, both the Porphyrotinus and
Solenotinus radiations are associated with movements into highly heterogeneous mountain
regions that appear to have promoted divergence via geographical isolation (Spriggs et al., 2015).
We also note that the rapid radiation of Porphyrotinus appears to have started long after the
initial polyploidy event; i.e. it began with the shift into neotropical cloud forests, not with the
much earlier movement into North America (Figure 1.1).
Polyploidy and genome size evolution
Genome size is strongly correlated with chromosome number in Viburnum (Figure 1.4),
with polyploid individuals accounting for 14 of the largest genomes in our study (Figure 1.3).
When we controlled for chromosome number and looked at basic genome size evolution (Cx) we
found weak evidence for genome downsizing. While basic genome sizes for polyploids were
0.28 Gbp smaller than diploids on average, the difference was not significant. Comparing sister
diploid and polyploid lineages across the tree, it is obvious that basic genome size is sometimes
reduced following polyploidy, and sometimes increased. For example, the diploid V. erosum has
a larger basic genome size than its closest measured relative, the tetraploid V. setigerum, while
the diploids V. davidii and V. propinquum have smaller basic genome sizes than their closest
measured relative, the tetraploid V. tinus. More targeted genome size measurements in smaller
clades within Viburnum could provide more power to resolve the effects of genome downsizing
going forward. Although genome downsizing does not seem to be a significant force in shaping
genome size dynamics across this lineage, it is worth noting that while the fraction of genome
reduction in our tetraploids and octoploids does not appear large, they are still sometimes losing
large amounts of DNA—on average a Cx genome size decrease of 0.56 Gbp or 1.12 Gbp for
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Figure 1.4: Logarithmically transformed 2n chromosome number plotted by (a) logarithmically
transformed genome size (2n Gbp) and (b) logarithmically transformed basic genome size (Cx
Gbp). Dotted lines represent line of best fit and colors indicate ploidy.

tetraploids and octoploids respectively. For perspective, the entire genome of Arabidopsis
thaliana is 0.136 Gbp (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000).
One clade (Mollotinus) appears especially interesting with respect to a potential genome
downsizing event, though we are not yet confident in its placement. Viburnum molle was counted
repeatedly as a polyploid (1n = 18) by (Egolf, 1956, 1962), yet it is among our smallest genome
size measurements (2n = 5.43 Gbp). It appears, then, that V. molle has the smallest basic genome
size (Cx = 1.36 Gbp) observed in this study. Our genome size estimate was obtained from one of
the same individuals counted by Egolf (Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University, Boston,
Massachusetts, V. molle 18294-A). If Egolf’s count and our measurements are both correct, then
V. molle would be a case of relatively extreme genome size miniaturization within Viburnum.
Interestingly, the closely related V. bracteatum (1n = 36) had the second smallest base genome
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Figure 1.5. Bars representing basic genome size (Cx Gbp) across species with bars colored by
likely chromosome number of the individual measured and dotted line showing average base
genome size (3.229 Gbp).

size in our study, and provides an equally impressive example of downsizing. Another pair of
polyploids showing noteworthy genome size dynamics are the tetraploids V. sieboldii and V.
odoratissimum (both 1n = 16); while they have some of the largest genomes in Viburnum, V.
odoratissimum is close to half the size of V. sieboldii, suggesting that genome downsizing
mechanisms have affected these two species unequally and to a lesser extent than the rest of
Viburnum. Future studies focused on these two regions of the tree could be especially fruitful.
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Our results stand in contrast to many examples showing no relationship or a negative
correlation between chromosome number and genome size (Leitch and Bennett, 2004; Vu et al.,
2015). Although a doubling in genome size after polyploidy is expected, the rate and tempo of
genome size change afterward is not well understood. When is genome downsizing triggered and
why would it proceed more or less rapidly in different contexts? Is the rate of downsizing the
same across genome sizes or could it be proportional to chromosome number or genome size?
One hypothesis is the “genome downsizing and threshold” model from Zenil-Ferguson et al.,
(2016), which suggests that large genome sizes or large monoploid numbers could promote
genome downsizing. From this idea, it follows that genome size and chromosome number could
be constrained (i.e., whole genome duplications selected against) in some clades but not in
others. With fairly average monoploid numbers of 8 and 9, and genome sizes classified as small
to medium, Viburnum may fall in the range in which its genome size or chromosome number are
not strongly limiting.
Anatomical and physiological correlates of genome size
Even with an almost 20 Gbp range in the amount of DNA in somatic Viburnum nuclei,
there was little support for the postulated anatomical correlates of genome size. The positive
correlation between genome size and guard cell length was the only significant anatomical
relationship we found that corresponded with earlier findings (Figure 1.6). Viburnum stomata
appear to be relatively small when compared to a broader plant-wide sampling of guard cell
lengths. This pattern may reflect something unique about Viburnum, or perhaps differences in
measurement methods; either way, it does not seem to have affected the correlation. The genome
size-guard cell correlation has been accepted for some time (Masterson, 1994; Beaulieu et al.,
2008). Recent work has suggested a more general relationship between genome size and plant
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Figure 1.6: Relationships between genome size and guard cell length (a,d), stomatal density
(b,e), and vein density (c,f) using untransformed (a,b,c) and logarithmically transformed values
(d,e,f) for Viburnum (blue) combined with measurements from Simonin and Roddy 2018
(orange). Dotted lines in (d,e,f) depict lines of best fit for data from Simonin and Roddy 2018
(orange), data from this study (blue), and both data sets combined (black).
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cell size, with smaller genomes allowing plants to produce smaller cells, which could allow for
higher leaf venation densities, photosynthetic rates, and overall growth rates (Simonin and
Roddy, 2018). Yet there is little evidence that the major evolutionary changes in genome size
across Viburnum have exerted much influence on these important ecophysiological traits. In fact,
we actually found a positive correlation between genome size and photosynthetic rate (Figure
1.7), the opposite of what we would expect if genome size limited maximum photosynthetic rate
per area as suggested in (Simonin and Roddy, 2018; Roddy et al., 2019).
There are a variety of potential explanations for why genome size–trait relationships do not
hold in Viburnum. For instance, previous work has shown that correlations between genome size
and leaf traits tend to break down in trees and shrubs (Beaulieu et al., 2008) and it has been
suggested that woody plants are less likely to undergo polyploidy in the first place
(Zenil-Ferguson et al., 2017). Neither of these seem relevant here, because in theory, the Simonin
and Roddy hypothesis should apply to all organisms, and we have clearly identified multiple
polyploidy events associated with genome size changes in Viburnum. A third possibility is that
the variation we see in Viburnum genome size may not be large enough to drive significant
changes in these traits. Simonin and Roddy (2018) argued that because on the whole they have
larger genomes, ferns and acrogymnosperms are more limited in how they can vary these
physiologically important traits than can angiosperms. Absolute genome sizes do vary greatly in
Viburnum, but the range of variation may not be large enough to expose any limitations on
physiological function. Consequently, Viburnum may be free to explore anatomical and
physiological trait space more or less unconstrained by genome size variation. This suggests to
us that changes in genome size would then be predicted to be important for these functional traits
only in very special cases, such as when genomes become exceptionally large. This recalls the
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Figure 1.7: Relationships between genome size (1C pg) and A max (light-saturated leaf
photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area, umolCO2m-2s-1), for measured (a,c) and measured plus
modeled (b,d) values.

finding of Edwards et al. (2014) in which leaf functional and anatomical traits in Viburnum did
not follow the trends or tradeoffs described for global patterns underlying the leaf economics
spectrum (Wright et al., 2004). Broad phylogenetic comparisons may place bounds on the
phenotypic space that is possible to occupy. In reality, lineages may occupy many odd
combinations within that space, suggesting that these broadly delineated boundaries provide a
limited constraint on the evolutionary dynamics of the traits in question.
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Finally, we suggest that the dissociation between vein density and genome size is not
necessarily because genome size variation at this scale never limits minimal cell size, but
because cells within the leaf mesophyll are rarely built at the minimum cell size, and they can
and do vary quite independently of vein density. The assumption of a causal link between
minimum cell size and venation density seems unjustified to us—at the very least, many other
mechanisms are available to increase vein density even if cell sizes are large (e.g., fewer cells
could be made, or veins could proliferate into multiple layers, sensu Ogburn and Edwards
(2013). We have not yet measured meristematic cell sizes in Viburnum, but this could be
insightful. At the moment, our data suggest that whatever influence genome size might be having
on cell size for certain cell types (e.g., guard cells) can be easily overcome by other cell types to
produce a variety of leaf anatomical configurations.
Conclusions
We have uncovered extensive chromosome number variation and multiple polyploidization
events within Viburnum. Contrary to previous interpretations, we infer that the first viburnums
were 1n = 9 and that 1n = 8 evolved later. Our new chromosome counts and genome size
estimates for a number of Mexican species show, for the first time, that polyploidy is connected
with the most impressive radiation within Viburnum in the mountains of the neotropics. A second
radiation in the Himalayas is also connected with polyploidy. Although we doubt that polyploidy
drove these two radiations, our results demonstrate that polyploid lineages can be highly
successful. One polyploidization event (at the base of Porphyrotinus) is inferred to be ancient,
while the rest are much more recent. Variation in ploidy within species appears to be associated
with broad geographic ranges and elevated levels of morphological variation (e.g., V. dentatum,
V. tinus, V. odoratissimum, and V. plicatum).
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We found that genome size is correlated with chromosome number and with guard cell
length. However, even with 5-fold variation in genome size, we did not find consistent support
for recently proposed links between genome size and other key functional traits. Overall, we
conclude that genome size and chromosome number are not strong drivers of ecophysiological
evolution in Viburnum, and suspect that similar results will emerge in other lineages. As
comparative analyses continue to increase in size and scope, patterns that emerge from these
broadly sampled studies are often interpreted to be relevant at all scales, and often are referred to
as the “major drivers” of evolution (Wright et al., 2004; Simonin and Roddy, 2018; Roddy et al.,
2019). However, we have documented multiple cases in which global trait correlations do not
hold up within individual smaller clades (Edwards, 2006; Edwards et al., 2014, 2015, 2017), and
have highlighted the need to address the connection, or the lack of connection, across the
different scales at which we engage with comparative data (Donoghue and Edwards, 2019). In
the case of Viburnum and genome size, newly identified large-scale patterns appear to have little
relevance to the evolutionary dynamics that we infer. Rather, our analyses of Viburnum evolution
seem consistent with the view that plants can readily accommodate genomic doubling (Levin,
1982, Leitch and Leitch, 2008, Pellicer et al, 2018) and that this need not impose a major
constraint on diversification or trait evolution. In contrast to the recent emphasis placed on the
importance of genome reduction in the evolutionary success of angiosperms (Simonin and
Roddy, 2018), one could easily argue the opposite: plants demonstrate a remarkable tolerance to
drastic changes in ploidy and genome size, which must have played a critical role in their
success, allowing for the generation of new species, novel genetic material, and subsequent
evolutionary innovation.
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Chapter 2: Variable Climatic Signatures for Convergent Leaf Syndromes in Viburnum

Abstract
The idea that species have evolved certain traits or combinations of traits to suit certain
environments is central to our understanding of adaptation and convergence. It is often assumed
that convergence for certain traits, or syndromes comprising a suite of traits may arise through
selection under similar selective pressures. Here we investigate climatic correlates associated
with three different leaf trait syndromes that have evolved repeatedly in Viburnum to better
understand how climate may have selected for leaf type convergence. To measure climate, we
used a combination of bioclimatic data associated with collection localities from across species
ranges and data from climate stations located within species populations. We found that climatic
envelopes across species are largely overlapping and differences between species are subtle. We
also found that leaf syndromes largely do not necessarily sort into similar climates, with one leaf
syndrome consistently found in both the wettest and driest environments. Additionally, while we
found evidence for elevational and climatic sorting of species within a particular locality, the
strength and directionality of this sorting was not necessarily present when we looked across full
species ranges. Though leaf syndromes had some environmental correlates, it would be an
oversimplification to assume that species with the same suites of traits were selected by a single
environment. While some traits, such as leaf size, had a stronger environmental signal, other
traits, such as leaf pubescence, may further modulate the relationship between the leaf and its
environment.

Introduction
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The convergent evolution of complex traits is pervasive across the tree of life (Fraser et
al., 2004; Fernald, 2006; Heyduk et al., 2019). The repeated assembly of multiple traits into
recognizable syndromes suggests that these combinations are brought together to confer some
adaptive advantage under similar selective forces; as in the case of body type convergence in
similar habitats for Anolis ecomorphs (Losos, 1990; Losos et al., 1998) or convergence for floral
morphology and reward to attract certain types of pollinators (Schiestl and Johnson, 2013; Smith
and Kriebel, 2018). However, it is also possible that traits are evolutionarily correlated for other
reasons, such as linkage between genes underlying different traits, or pleiotropic effects during
development indicating that the ''traits'' are really non-independent from one another. In the end,
of course, a suite of traits that are co-regulated in a single developmental module does not mean
that their correlations are non-adaptive; on the contrary, their correlated expression might be so
advantageous that selection has favored the evolution of co-regulation, which could facilitate
adaptation (Wagner and Altenberg, 1996). Regardless of the genetic factors behind convergence,
a key part of assessing the functional significance of trait syndromes is to understand how they
may sort into different environmental or functional niches, as the repeated sorting of convergent
syndromes suggests a role of ecological adaptation.
In plants, leaf characters are long thought to be important for environmental adaptation,
with some characters and combinations of characters found more often in different environments
and associated with variable photosynthetic performance (Bailey and Sinnott, 1916; Scoffoni et
al., 2016; Wright et al., 2017). Leaf area, thickness, pubescence, and shape all influence the
thermodynamic and aerodynamic properties of leaves, which in turn influence rates of gas
exchange and photosynthetic capacity in different environments (Schuepp, 1993; Schreuder et
al., 2001; Bickford, 2016). In order to maintain photosynthetic function, a leaf must be able to
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capture energy from the sun while taking in carbon dioxide without losing too much water in the
process, and temperature, solar radiation, water and nutrient availability, and herbivore pressures
all provide strong selection gradients for particular leaf characteristics that will optimize these
trade-offs. With so many possible leaf character permutations, it can be difficult to assess their
relative importance and function individually, and even more so in concert. Convergence for leaf
syndromes across environments can help us to understand both the evolutionary drivers and
functional significance of leaf characters by comparing and contrasting the environments that
convergent syndromes occupy.
Viburnum (Adoxaceae) is an excellent model clade for understanding the evolution of
leaf form (Schmerler et al., 2012; Scoffoni et al., 2016; Spriggs et al., 2018). Ongoing work in
the Oreinotinus clade of Viburnum has identified a recent species radiation throughout the
montane cloud forests of Central and South America (Landis et al., 2021), Donoghue et al., in
prep(Landis et al., 2021). The radiation progressed southward to Bolivia from an initial start in
central Mexico, and currently occupies eleven distinct areas of endemism with small species
radiations in each of them. Remarkably, speciation in each region corresponded with leaf
diversification along a shared axis of variation, with regional subclades each containing species
that vary significantly in leaf size, hairiness, and toothiness of their leaf margins (Donoghue et
al., in prep). In Mexico, where the radiation began and where the greatest species richness has
developed, leaf diversification within this morphospace is most pronounced, and some
identifiable ''syndromes'' have emerged (Figure 2.1, Donoghue et al., in prep).
The Oreinotinus occupy mountainous regions in four distinct areas of Mexico: central
Mexico (Michoacan and areas around Mexico City), eastern Mexico (Puebla, Hidalgo, and
Veracruz), Oaxaca, and the mountainous areas of Chiapas extending into adjacent Guatemala
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Figure 2.1: Oreinotinus phylogeny from Donoghue et al., in prep with branches highlighted for
species relevant to this study. Branch colors and circles at tips denote leaf syndrome. Groups of
species are endemic to separate regions of Mexico (Puebla, Oaxaca, and Chiapas), indicated by
boxes. Captions for pictures of individual species are colored by leaf syndrome.

(Figure 2.2). Each of these areas contain a set of endemic species that have evolved a convergent
set of leaf morphotypes. We identified a small, glabrous, entire (SGE) syndrome comprising
multiple small shrub species with smaller, entire-margined or rarely-toothed leaves and minimal
leaf blade pubescence, with simple trichomes generally limited to leaf veins and margins. The
SGE species include V. caudatum in Puebla, V. acutifolium in Oaxaca, and V. lautum in Chiapas.
A second syndrome is represented by multiple species of small understory trees with larger,
densely pubescent, and toothed leaves (LPT). These LPT species have dense to very dense
abaxial pubescence with stellate trichomes, while some species have adaxial pubescence as well.
Our LPT species include V. microcarpum and V. tiliaefolium in Puebla, V. sulcatum and a
currently undescribed species (V. sp. A) in Oaxaca, and V. jucundum in Chiapas extending South
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into Guatemala. Finally, we also identified species with a more intermediate leaf type that we
termed large, glabrous, entire (LGE). These are tree species with large to intermediate-sized
leaves that are more elongate in shape with very few simple trichomes and entire margins. LGE
species included V. fuscum and another new species (V. sp. B) in Oaxaca and V. hartwegii in
Chiapas extending south into Nicaragua.
Given the traits comprising these syndromes, earlier work on leaf ecophysiology
provides a framework for what kinds of environments we would expect our syndromes to
occupy. Boundary layer dynamics suggest that when a leaf has a thicker boundary layer, either
due to a larger blade area, a less-dissected blade shape, or increased pubescence, slower and
more irregular airflow over the leaf will slow gas exchange through the stomata, lowering the
maximum rates of photosynthesis and transpiration, and preventing leaf temperature and air
temperature from equilibrating (Parkhurst and Loucks, 1972; Schuepp, 1993). Larger, hairier, or
more entire leaves may be better at maintaining favorable temperatures if temperature
fluctuations are brief, but are also more likely to get stuck at suboptimal temperature extremes
for longer periods of time and may not recover as quickly as small, glabrous, or entire leaves
(Jordan and Smith, 1994). This is especially important as none of our species appear to be fully
deciduous, which means that leaves are exposed to temperature extremes throughout the year.
Larger leaves in warmer environments are more susceptible to overheating and may have greater
moisture requirements to offset increased transpirational water loss associated with leaf cooling
(Gates, 1965; Parkhurst and Loucks, 1972; Wright et al., 2017). Larger blade areas may also be
better suited to lower-light environments such as understories, as they are more likely to be
damaged by overheating associated with strong sun exposure (Bragg and Westoby, 2002; Wright
et al., 2017). Taken together, we would expect larger leaves in more light limited, potentially
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wetter places with less extreme temperatures and smaller leaves in brighter, drier, and more
temperature-variable environments.
Increased leaf pubescence should have a similar effect on boundary layer dynamics as
increased blade size, with densely hairy leaves having thicker boundary layers, slower gas
exchange, and more constant temperatures (Schuepp, 1993; Schreuder et al., 2001). However,
trichomes also change leaf properties in ways that blade size does not. Pubescence may differ
between abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces, changing air flow on one surface of the leaf differently
than the other. For hypostomatic leaves, only pubescence on the abaxial side will affect gas
exchange. Abaxial trichomes could slow water loss by keeping a more humid environment
around stomata, but they have also been shown to repel water, keeping stomata from flooding
and mitigating water inundation that may lead to disease (Brewer et al., 1991; Fernández et al.,
2014; Bickford, 2016). Leaf hairs can act as defense against herbivores or provide shelter for
small arthropods (Schoener, 1987; Walter and O’Dowd, 1992). Increased pubescence is also
associated with higher leaf albedo, reflecting solar energy and possibly counteracting
overheating (Ehleringer et al., 1976; Bickford, 2016). Overall, leaf hairiness is implicated in a
variety of sometimes contradictory functions. Hairy leaves could be adaptive in hot, dry
environments, or cooler, wetter ones, depending on how trichomes are deployed.
Here we investigate the interplay between environment and leaf morphology using our
three leaf syndromes in Viburnum to ask: are particular environments repeatedly selecting for
particular syndromes, and are these syndromes aligned with the environments that we would
predict based on physiological expectations? To characterize environment, we incorporated two
complementary approaches focused on different scales. First, we performed GIS-based analyses
of climate from geo-referenced specimens collected from across a species range. Second, we
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deployed climate stations within Viburnum populations in three endemic areas across Mexico:
Puebla, Oaxaca, and Chiapas, each with its own complement of species. Our GIS-based analysis
allowed us to look at climate broadly across many localities while climate stations within
populations provided a closer look at how co-occurring species are sorting at a very local scale.
We monitored ten species overall, with multiple species from each leaf syndrome across
elevational transects in each region. If each syndrome is the result of repeated selection by
similar environmental pressures, we expected repeated sorting of leaf types into elevational and
environmental bands in each region. We also expected leaf types to occupy environments
compatible with our ecophysiological expectations. Ultimately what we found was more
nuanced, with some leaf syndromes sorting by some climatic variables but not others, and one
leaf syndrome (LPT) occupying the two extremes of our climate gradient.

Methods
Species Selection
Species selection was informed by the species distributions we encountered in the field
with the aim of maximizing geographic diversity and leaf type representation. Across different
regions of Mexico we found nonoverlapping regional complements of Viburnum species (Figure
2.1) and within each regional subset we found species sorting along elevational gradients, often
with bands of species overlap along range boundaries. In Puebla, species consisted of the higher
elevation V. tiliaefolium (LPT), which we found growing near V. caudatum (SGE). We found V.
microcarpum (LPT) growing at lower elevations with V. caudatum and V. microcarpum
overlapping at intermediate sites. In Oaxaca, we found V. acutifolium (SGE) and its sister species
V. sp. A (LPT) at slightly higher elevations than the LGE V. sp. B. Below these, we found V.
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sulcatum (LPT) and V. fuscum (LGE). Finally, in Chiapas, we observed V. jucundum (LPT)
growing at higher elevations than its sister species V. lautum (SGE), but with considerable
overlap at intermediate elevations. We also found V. hartwegii (LGE) growing at lower elevation
sites. In total across all regions we focused on 11 species with three from Puebla (2 LPT, 1SGE),
five from Oaxaca (2 LPT, 1 SGE, and 2 LGE), and three from Chiapas (1 LPT, 1 SGE, and 1
LGE).
Range-level Climate Envelopes
We assembled species localities for all 11 species by combining our own collection
localities with all preserved specimen records for Central American Viburnum from the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF). We then filtered collection points using the R package
CoordinateCleaner (Zizka et al., 2019), mapped remaining localities, and checked points again
by eye to ensure that all points fell within reasonable geographic distributions. This yielded 890
vetted GBIF localities plus 13 additional localities from our climate stations. We extracted 19
standard bioclimatic variables for all vetted localities from CHELSA (chelsa-climate.org) at 1
km2 resolution. Additional cloud coverage data was downloaded from Earth Env (earthenv.org)
at 1 km2 resolution and elevation data was obtained using the digital elevation model from the
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (dwtkns.com/srtm) at 90 m2 resolution. The raster value of
each data layer at each locality point was extracted in ArcGIS Pro using an ArcPy script. We
focused our analysis of bioclimatic variables on those that could be most meaningfully compared
to our climate station data. These included elevation, mean annual temperature, mean diurnal
temperature range, maximum temperature of warmest month, minimum temperature of coldest
month, annual precipitation, and mean annual cloud frequency. We analyzed the ArcGIS output
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in R, using t-tests to compare pairwise means for each set of species and each climate variable
and plotted climate variable distributions for each species in ggplot (Wickham, 2009).
Population-level Climate Measurements
We used our field-based understanding of elevational sorting across species and regions
to identify 13 sites for climate station installation (Figure 2.2, station locality information in
Appendix 1). This allowed us to closely monitor 11 different species for a period of one to two
and a half years between June 2016 and March 2019. We placed two stations in Puebla: a higher
elevation V. caudatum (SGE) station and a lower elevation V. microcarpum (LPT) station. Our V.
caudatum station was also within sight of a V. tiliaefolium population. In Oaxaca, we installed
two V. acutifolium (SGE) stations, one higher (V. acutifolium 1) and one lower (V. acutifolium 2).
We also installed one station each in Oaxaca populations of V. sp. A (LPT), V. sp. B (LGE), V.
sulcatum (LPT), and V. fuscum (LGE). We installed five climate stations in Chiapas: two higher
elevation V. jucundum (LPT) sites with V. jucundum 1 slightly higher than V. jucundum 2, two
mid-elevation V. lautum (SGE) sites with V. lautum 1 higher than V. lautum 2, and one lower
elevation V. hartwegii (LGE) site.
Climate stations were installed centrally within healthy, natural mono-specific Viburnum
stands; the exceptions were the V. caudatum station, where V. tiliaefolium was also common; and
the V. sp. B station, where V. membranaceum was also later discovered. Viburnum
membranaceum appears to be very rare and is not further discussed in this paper. Each climate
station included an air temperature sensor and a leaf wetness sensor connected to a data logger,
and five soil moisture sensors connected to a separate data logger (Decagon/Meter Group
ATMOS 14, PHYTOS 31, Em50 Data Logger, ECH2O, and Em5b Data Logger). The
temperature and leaf wetness sensors were attached to tree trunks at a similar height to the
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Figure 2.2: (a) Diagram of climate stations along elevational transects separated by region. Each
dot represents the elevation of a climate station within its transect and with dot color
corresponding to leaf syndrome. (b-d) Maps with collection localities for each species and
climate station locations for Puebla (b), Oaxaca (c), and Chiapas (d).
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Viburnum canopy, around 2-3 meters above ground. Soil moisture sensors were buried about 0.5
meters below ground and each sensor was placed about 0.5 meter apart. Temperature and leaf
wetness measurements were logged hourly while soil moisture was measured at noon and
midnight each day. We analyzed station data in R. We compared temperature and leaf wetness on
an hourly, daily, and monthly basis between sites using t-tests with a significance level of 0.05 to
test for significant overlap between climate measurements from each site and plotted .
Canopy Cover
We quantified canopy cover as an estimate of light availability. For each site, we
identified three to five individuals of the species being monitored and took two fisheye
photographs at each individual plant: one picture one meter north of the individual and one
picture one meter to the south. Pictures were taken using a digital SLR equipped with a fisheye
lens using methods detailed in (Glatthorn and Beckschäfer, 2014). Images were binarized and the
percentage of white pixels was used as a proxy for percent open canopy. We tested for significant
differences in canopy cover between sites using R and plotted values using ggplot (Wickham,
2009).

Results
Range-level Climate Envelopes
When we looked at bioclimatic variables across collection localities for all species within
regions, we found a large degree of elevational and climatic overlap (Figure 2.3). Puebla species
V. tiliaefolium, V. caudatum and V. microcarpum occupied very similar environments. They were
not significantly different in elevation, mean annual temperature, minimum temperature, mean
annual precipitation, or mean annual cloud frequency. Viburnum caudatum did have significantly
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Figure 2.3: (a) Elevational and climate variable distributions for all species across all collection
localities colored by leaf syndrome and with circles indicating where climate stations fall within
the distribution. (b-h) Distributions for range and density across collection localities for
elevation (b), annual mean temperature (c), mean diurnal range (d), maximum temperature of the
warmest month (e), minimum temperature of the coldest month (f), annual precipitation (g), and
mean annual cloud frequency (h).

greater diurnal temperature variation and a higher maximum temperature than V. microcarpum
and V. tiliaefolium.
Oaxaca species ranges had slightly stronger elevational sorting which was reflected in
other climate variables. Viburnum acutifolium, V. sp. A, and V. sp. B overlapped at significantly
higher ranges than V. fuscum and V. sulcatum, which overlapped at lower elevations. The three
higher elevation species were often significantly similar for other climate variables, while being
cooler and wetter than the two lower elevation species. These associations were only broken up
for two climate variables: diurnal temperature range, where Viburnum sp. B clustered with the
lower elevation species in having a smaller diurnal temperature range, and mean annual cloud
cover, where all species were statistically indistinguishable with the exception of Viburnum
acutifolium, which occupied areas with significantly more cloud cover than V. sp. A and V. sp. B.
Climate variables associated with collection localities in Chiapas uncovered a general
pattern of environmental overlap for V. jucundum and V. lautum, which were significantly
different from V. hartwegii. Viburnum jucundum and V. lautum inhabited an overlapping higher,
cooler range, while V. hartwegii was found in lower, warmer environments. Viburnum lautum
had significantly greater diurnal temperature change than V. jucundum, which in turn had
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significantly greater diurnal temperature change than V. hartwegii. Mean annual cloud frequency
across all three species was not significantly different, though mean annual precipitation was,
with V. hartwegii receiving the most precipitation, followed by V. jucundum and V. lautum.
Situation of Climate Station Sites Relative to Species Ranges
Climate station site locations fell within the elevational and climatic envelope derived
from collection localities for all species monitored (Figure 2.3, white circles). Station sites were
usually near the middle of the range-wide distribution for elevation, temperature, and
precipitation variables, with a few exceptions (Figure 2.3b-f). The V. caudatum station site was
located at upper elevations of its distributional range, while the V. microcarpum site was on the
lower edge of its range. The V. sulcatum station site also fell on the very high end of its diurnal
temperature change range. For annual precipitation (Figure 2.3g), the V. sulcatum station site was
on the very dry extreme of its species distribution while V. fuscum was on the very wet extreme.
Station sites often did not align with species range values for mean annual cloud frequency
(Figure 2.3h). Only V. acutifolium and V. jucundum climate station site locations fell within the
normal species range for cloud cover values, while other site values were extremely high or low.
Regional Population-level Climate Characterization
In all three regions, the combined ranges of endemic Viburnums spanned significant
elevational gradients with distinct climatic zones distinguished by our climate station
measurements. The higher elevation V. caudatum climate station site in Puebla experienced
colder temperatures than the V. microcarpum station site, with a significantly lower mean annual
temperature, lower minimum and maximum temperatures, and multiple days below freezing
while the V. microcarpum site did not freeze at all (Figure 2.4, Table 2.1). Characterization of the
moisture environment between the Puebla stations was mixed: the V. caudatum site recorded
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Figure 2.4: (a) Diagram of climate stations along elevational transects separated by region with
circles colored by leaf syndrome and elevational transects from each region with arrows
indicating species. (b) Average temperature at each climate station site annually for all sites (left)
and monthly by region (right). (c) Average diurnal temperature change at each climate station
site annually for all sites (left) and monthly by region (right).

significantly more daily minutes of leaf wetness and a higher proportion of totally wet leaf days
while the V. microcarpum site had a higher proportion of days with rainfall events and a higher
proportion of totally dry leaf days (Figure 2.5). Viburnum microcarpum also experienced
significantly greater diurnal temperature changes and more closed canopy environments than V.
caudatum (Figure 2.6).
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Mean
Mean Daily
Maximum
Minimum
Annual Diurnal Wet
Temperature Temperature Freezing Range Leaf
(C)
(C)
Days
(C)
Minutes

%
Totally
Wet
Leaf
Days

%
Totally
Dry
Leaf
Days

Annual
Increasing
Soil
Moisture
Days

Region

Site

Mean Annual
Leaf Elevation Temperature
Type (m)
(C)

Puebla

V. microcarpum

LPT

1345

17.1

32.8

2.3

0

6.9

558

9

22

123

Puebla

V. caudatum

SGE

2180

14.0

30

-1.5

4

6.5

996

33

7

93

Oaxaca

V. fuscum

LGE

1915

15.3

28.3

1.7

0

5.0

777

26

18

117

Oaxaca

V. sulcatum

LPT

2171

14.0

27

0.5

0

7.6

565

12

24

76

Oaxaca

V. species B

LGE

2450

11.3

22.7

-1.4

1

4.7

1020

47

15

109

Oaxaca

V. acutifolium 2

SGE

2650

10.2

21.8

-1.6

2

5.7

1052

47

12

102

Oaxaca

V. species A

LPT

2800

9.3

22.1

-1.9

10

5.0

1087

57

13

119

Oaxaca

V. acutifolium 1

SGE

2900

9.7

23.2

-1.2

8

6.6

834

28

26

100

Chiapas

V. hartwegii

LGE

1520

18.0

29.2

5.1

0

8.1

616

10

19

94

Chiapas

V. lautum 2

SGE

1540

16.0

29.6

-1.6

6

11.2

805

21

15

99

Chiapas

V. lautum 1

SGE

2260

13.1

25.5

-1.1

8

9.5

736

8

7

80

Chiapas

V. jucundum 2

LPT

2465

12.5

23.4

0.8

0

6.2

1121

43

3

110

Chiapas

V. jucundum 1

LPT

2560

11.4

23.8

-0.5

1

5.8

1071

43

6

80

Table 2.1: For each site: mean annual temperature, mean annual diurnal range, maximum temperature recorded, minimum temperature
recorded, freezing days, mean daily wet leaf minutes, totally wet leaf days per year, totally dry leaf days per year, proportion of days
with increasing soil moisture.
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In Oaxaca, temperature measurements at station sites roughly followed an elevational
gradient. All Oaxaca sites experienced significantly different mean annual temperatures and
average temperature decreased with elevation, with the exception of the two highest sites where
V. acutifolium 1 was warmer than V. sp. A (Figure 2.4). The four highest elevation station sites
were cooler than the two lowest elevation sites, with lower maximum and minimum
temperatures and temperatures below freezing (Table 2.1). Viburnum sulcatum encountered the
greatest diurnal temperature change, followed by V. acutifolium 1, V. acutifolium 2, and V. sp. A,
V. fuscum, and V. sp. B, which were statistically indistinguishable. There was also overlap across
Oaxaca sites for recorded moisture values. The proportion of days with rainfall events was
similar across sites, aside from the V. sulcatum site which was drier than the others (Figure 2.5c).
The four sites with the highest average daily leaf wetness, V. acutifolium 2, V. sp. A, V. sp. B, had
significant overlap while V. acutifolium 1 and V. fuscum were significantly drier and the V.
sulcatum site was drier still (Figure 2.5b). Viburnum sulcatum was also the only Oaxaca site to
have more days in which its leaves were totally dry than totally wet (Figure 2.5a). The lowest
elevation Oaxaca sites, V. fuscum and V. sulcatum also had more open canopies than the four
higher elevation sites (Figure 2.6).
Average temperature, minimum temperature, and maximum temperature at Chiapas
climate station sites decreased with elevation, with the exception of the V. jucundum 2 site, which
had a warmer minimum temperature than the V. jucundum 1 site (Figure 2.4, Table 2.1). Though
higher sites were cooler on average, the two mid-elevation V. lautum sites had multiple days
below freezing while the other sites never encountered freezing or froze only once (Table 2.1).
The two V. lautum sites also had significantly higher diurnal temperature fluctuations than the
other sites (Figure 2.4c). Both V. jucundum sites had significantly more daily wet leaf minutes
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Figure 2.5: (a) Proportion of days where the leaf wetness sensor was completely wet (bars, left)
or completely dry (bars, right) for an entire 24-hour period at each climate station separated by
region. Regions are denoted by colored bars between plots. (b) Average minutes per day the leaf
wetness sensor was wet at each climate station site annually for all sites (left) and monthly by
region (right). (c) Proportion of days with increasing soil moisture, or rainfall, at each climate
station site annually for all sites (left) and monthly by region (right).
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Figure 2.6: Percent open canopy for multiple individuals of each species around each climate
station site.

and more days where the leaf was covered in water for an entire day than the other three sites,
but the proportion of days with increasing soil moisture were generally similar across sites
(Figure 2.5). The two V. jucundum sites had significantly more closed canopies than the two V.
lautum sites, while the V. hartwegii site had intermediate and more variable canopy cover
measurements (Figure 2.6).
Climate Trends for Leaf Syndromes
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Looking at our climate envelope and climate station data as a whole, we found some leaf
syndrome-specific trends across species and regions. Our LGE species (V. sp. B and V. fuscum in
Oaxaca, V. hartwegii in Chiapas) were excluded from the highest elevation ranges within their
respective regions (Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3b) and this corresponded to warmer mean annual
temperatures (Figure 2.3c, Figure 2.4b) with essentially no exposure to freezing (Table 2.1). LGE
species also tended to have the smallest diurnal temperature ranges, especially relative to other
species within their regions (Figure 2.3d, Figure 2.4c).
The SGE species (V. caudatum in Puebla, V. acutifolium in Oaxaca, and V. lautum in
Chiapas) were associated with greater temperature fluctuations and extremes. Our climate station
data showed all SGE species encountering freezing (Table 2.1), with Puebla and Chiapas SGE
species freezing more often than any other species in those regions. SGE species also tended to
have greater diurnal temperature ranges. Climate data from across species ranges showed SGE
species in each region having the greatest diurnal temperature changes (Figure 2.3d). This was
also true for our climate station data from Chiapas and Oaxaca, with the exception of one Oaxaca
LPT species with greater diurnal fluctuations (Figure 2.5c).
Our LPT species (V. microcarpum and V. tiliaefolium in Puebla, V. sp. A and V. sulcatum
in Oaxaca, and V. jucundum in Chiapas) were split between the climates they occupied and often
occupied extremes within regions. Viburnum jucundum in Chiapas and V. sp. A in Oaxaca were
higher elevation species (Figure 2.2a, Figure 2.3b) with cooler mean annual temperatures (Figure
2.3c, Figure 2.4b), higher average daily leaf wetness (Figure 2.5b), and a higher proportion of
days in which their leaves were wet for a full 24 hour period (Figure 2.5a). For the other LPT
species, V. microcarpum in Puebla and V. sulcatum in Oaxaca, the opposite was generally true.
These species had higher mean annual temperatures (Figure 2.4b), fewer average daily wet leaf
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minutes (Figure 2.5b), and more days where their leaves were totally dry (Figure 2.5a) than other
species in their regions. Evidence for V. sulcatum as a hotter, drier species was backed up by our
climate envelope analysis, though it was less clear for V. microcarpum, which largely overlapped
with the other Puebla species for range-wide climate variables (Figure 2.3).

Discussion
Different Approaches to Characterizing Climate and Range Delimitation
We thought that Viburnums with similar leaf syndromes would be more likely to occur in
similar climates. Given the strong climatic variation associated with elevational change,
especially with regard to temperature, we also thought that leaf syndromes might sort
consistently along the same elevational gradients across regions. When we identified Viburnum
populations in the field in Chiapas, we found a gradient of LPT, SGE, and LGE species
segregating from high to low elevation. In Puebla, we found the opposite to be true, with a lower
elevation LPT species and a higher elevation SGE species. This was further complicated by the
discovery of V. tiliaefolium, a LPT species, growing near and slightly higher than the SGE V.
caudatum. Oaxaca was different again, with all three leaf types interspersed across the
elevational gradient, though LGE sites tended lower. Although it quickly became clear that leaf
syndromes were not consistently sorting in the same elevational order across regions, we still
found many mono-specific stands of each species sorting consistently by elevation within
regions and tried to place our climate stations in these populations in order to capture what the
environment was like where individual species were living in abundance and generally to the
exclusion of others. The climate station components were also installed very close to the plants
we were studying so that we could get a species-specific view of each plant’s microenvironment.
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We hoped that this would give us the truest sense of the environments our species were uniquely
adapted to. As a complement to the climate station data, we used bioclimatic variables connected
to collection localities to assemble a climate envelope for each species across their range. We
thought that if the climate station data described the environment that each species was uniquely
adapted to, then the climate envelope could give us a sense of each species’ climatic breadth. The
climate envelope approach was also meant to capture trends across the range that we could not
capture with the necessarily limited number of climate stations, given the challenges of
installation and replication.
Although both approaches measured similar environmental qualities, such as temperature
and moisture, the scale of the measurements and the instrumentation used to make the
measurements may tell us different things. Our climate stations measured air temperature within
the understory environments where our plants live and within eyesight of individual species. This
means that our climate stations can capture subtle temperature dynamics associated with canopy
shading and understory air movement in a way that temperature measurements from remote
sensing data modeled across a 1km grid does not. Measurements of the plant moisture
environment are also susceptible to these spatial differences with the added complication that
leaf-level and soil-level moisture may mean different things for plant function, making the
spatial dimension extra important. Mexican Viburnum live in cloud forest environments where
both soil moisture and cloud moisture or fog affect plant water relations. We tried to capture
environmental moisture dynamics with soil moisture probes and leaf wetness sensors at station
sites and precipitation and cloud cover in our climate envelope analyses. Again, this was a
tradeoff between population level resolution which may capture fine-scale species differences
and coarse measurements with better replication. Ultimately these approaches may serve to
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corroborate each other, giving us more confidence in our findings when they agree and providing
context when analyzing data from one source or another.
Although climate stations were more likely to measure significant differences between
populations, both climate stations and climate envelopes suggested a lot of climatic overlap
between species ranges. However, the direction and significance of climatic differences when
they were present between species was not always consistent. Elevation in particular was clearly
associated with differences in species composition in the field, but when comparing species
across their entire ranges, they appear to largely overlap. Data from leaf wetness sensors at
climate station sites captured differences in moisture environments associated with the low
clouds typical of cloud forest environments, but cloud cover from climate database
measurements was very similar across all sites. One likely source of this disagreement between
approaches stems from the location of climate stations within species ranges. When we looked at
bioclimatic data associated with station sites within the context of the climatic envelope derived
from all collection localities (Figure 2.3), some station sites fell very close to the center of the
distribution for a given measurement, but some were closer to the edges. We also found that data
associated with station localities was more likely to fall near the middle of species ranges for
many variables (mean annual, minimum, and maximum temperature), but on the extreme edges
for other variables (annual precipitation, mean annual cloud frequency). Differences between
species in the field were subtle, with distinct populations of different species growing separately,
but ultimately not very far apart. The often used climate envelope approach to species niche
characterization is useful for distinguishing very distinct environmental ranges between species,
but it is too coarse to identify the fine scale parsing of the environment that we see in the field
and captured with our station data. Overall, This work suggests that the ground truthing of
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climate measurements may reveal important differences that are not picked up when using
bioclimatic data. It also highlights the importance of the scale of measurement matching the
relevant biology of the organisms and study questions (Bramer et al., 2018). In the case of
Viburnum, species can segregate over very small distances in heterogeneous patches over the
landscape and fine-scale monitoring of climatic differences may be more relevant to questions of
species differentiation that we focus on here.
Leaf Syndromes and Climate
Within and across regions, species ranges and climate variables showed a lot of overlap.
Most metrics measured in our climate envelope analysis in particular showed significant overlap,
especially for species inhabiting similar elevational ranges. When values were not overlapping,
as was more often the case with our climate station data, the directionality of climatic changes
were not usually consistent within leaf syndromes. Nonetheless, a few interesting leaf-syndrome
associated patterns did emerge for select climate variables.
Climate stations monitoring LGE species had smaller diurnal temperature ranges within
regions and were the least likely to freeze. Climate envelopes confirmed the relationship between
LGE species and small diurnal ranges. They were also more consistently excluded from the
highest elevation sites than the other leaf types in both our climate station transects and across
collection localities, which correlated with slightly higher mean annual temperatures. These
trends were more pronounced for V. hartwegii and V. fuscum, which clearly occupied lower and
warmer sites, and less clear for our other LGE species V. sp. B. We ultimately had fewer
collection locations for V. sp. B and more collections may confirm the similarities between this
species and the other LGE species. The lower elevations and warmer temperature ranges
occupied by LGE species were similar to lower elevation LPT species, but less variable in
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temperature and with greater leaf wetness. It could be that the LGE and low elevation LPT
species shared larger blade areas in warmer environments, but without trichomes to slow
stomatal water loss and buffer temperature change, LGE species were less tolerant of dry
environments with greater diurnal temperature ranges than low elevation LPTs.
SGE species often experienced the greatest daily temperature fluctuations as compared to
other species in their regions. Climate station data showed diurnal temperature range was
greatest for SGE species in Chiapas and also very high in Oaxaca. The V. caudatum (SGE)
climate station in Puebla had smaller diurnal temperature changes than the LPT V. microcarpum
station, but the LPT V. tiliaefolium was also growing near this site, so it may not be the clearest
representation of SGE-specific climates. Values from across species ranges always showed SGE
species having the greatest diurnal temperature ranges within regions. SGE species also
encountered more days below freezing at climate station sites. Taken together, this suggests SGE
leaves regularly encounter greater daily temperature fluctuations and extremes. This is consistent
with work showing that smaller leaf blade areas, because of their thinner boundary layers,
maintain greater equilibrium with air temperature, which prevents both overheating during the
day, and over chilling at night (Schuepp, 1993; Jordan and Smith, 1994; Wright et al., 2017).
Our LPT species stations were split between the climates they occupied and often
occupied extremes within their regions. Viburnum jucundum and V. sp. A, in Chiapas and Oaxaca
respectively, were the wettest sites monitored with respect to leaf wetness. They were also the
coolest sites within their regions and experienced occasional freezing. Viburnum jucundum and
V. sp. A did not have significantly more precipitation, cloud cover, or cooler temperatures across
collection localities, so this may be more relevant at the very local level than across species
ranges. In contrast, our station data showed that V. sulcatum in Oaxaca and V. microcarpum in
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Puebla were lower elevation, warmer sites that never encountered freezing. They had the lowest
average daily leaf wetness minutes and a high proportion of days where their leaves were totally
dry for a full 24 hours, though again, this trend was only partially mirrored by the collection
locality climate data. Differences between LPT sites may show how climate station-level data
may be necessary to pick up fine-scale species sorting. The bimodal sorting of LPT species may
reflect earlier empirical and theoretical work showing larger leaves are found in warmer
environments when moisture levels are high and light intensity is low, but are also prevalent in
cooler environments with lower moisture levels (Parkhurst and Loucks, 1972; Wright et al.,
2017). Our canopy cover data is not consistent with this interpretation, but trichome variation
within our LPT species could provide fine tuning for larger leaves in different environments, as
discussed further below.
Leaf Syndrome Evolution in Viburnum
Overall, it appears that our leaf syndromes do not consistently segregate by climate in the
same ways that other traits or syndromes have (Bailey and Sinnott, 1916; Losos, 1990). These
results prompt us to re-examine other aspects of the organism that may be co-varying with these
syndromes, and consider other possible ecological roles of these traits. For example, each of our
syndromes is also associated with a different growth form. SGE species are small, trailing shrubs
while LGE and LPT species are small understory trees. If there is strong selection for different
plant heights in different environments, then allometric relationships between plant height and
leaf area may ultimately drive differences in leaf size (Corner, 1949). Plant height and plant
architecture in general will also impact water relations (Tyree and Ewers, 1991; Olson et al.,
2018), possibly driving adaptation to different moisture regimes separately from leaf traits.
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Character context is also important in comparing species within leaf syndromes. Within
our LPT species, both trichome morphology and density was variable. Though all species were
abaxially hairy, V. jucundum and V. tiliaefolium had less dense pubescence and less branched
trichomes. They also had greater adaxial trichome density than the other LPT species, which
were largely adaxially glabrous (personal observation). Trichomes have been assigned a number
of different and sometimes contradictory functions (Brewer et al., 1991; Schreuder et al., 2001;
Bickford, 2016) and differential use of trichomes may allow LPT species to occupy very
different environments. Adaxial trichomes are more likely to affect the photosynthetic surface,
while abaxial trichomes would matter more for stomatal activity. For our species with more
diffuse trichomes on both sides of the leaf that also tend to live in wetter environments,
trichomes may help to keep water off of the leaf surface, possibly preventing disease associated
with wetter environments and keeping stomata clear of water. For our LPT species with very
dense and highly branched abaxial trichomes, pubescence may slow gas exchange to conserve
water in dry environments. It may be that there are distinct functional syndromes hidden within
our morphological LPT syndrome, with different climatic conditions selecting for each one.
Given these considerations, are the leaf syndromes as we identified them still potentially
meaningful constructs? When looking across Oreinotinus more broadly, they still seem relevant.
Other phenotypic combinations appear to be accessible within Viburnum, such as the
small-leaved, toothy V. loesnerii or the small-leaved V. microphyllum with a larger, tree growth
form, but these combinations are quite rare. Further south in the Oreinotinus radiation, where the
radiation is ongoing, species still seem to sort into roughly SGE and LPT phenotypes. Though
the association between discrete classes and environmental correlates may be messy, there does
seem to be an evolutionary attraction to these particular morphological combinations.
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Syndrome differences appear to be more exaggerated within regional clades than they are
across regions, with species being particularly larger or smaller, glabrous or pubescent, entire or
toothy, relative to other species in the same region. This suggests a pattern where Viburnum
moves into a new region and radiates, landing on a certain set of leaf syndromes, then moves and
radiates again into a similar set of phenotypes. Climate seems like an obvious driver of this trait
diversification and the magnitude of climatic change could influence the magnitude of trait
change. However, the ancestral morphology and genetic diversity at the starting point of each
radiation could also influence the syndromes we ultimately observe, limiting, amplifying, or
changing the direction of trait shifts. It is hard to parse the climatic, genetic, and ancestral effects
on leaf syndromes and the effect of climate alone is not straightforward. While climatic selection
for leaf syndromes seems plausible, genetic, architectural, herbivory pressures, and even soil
substrate must all play a role as well.
Conclusions
We found that while there was large climatic overlap across species and leaf syndromes
in the Mexican Oreinotinus, range-wide climate envelope and population-level climate station
analyses identified some subtle syndrome-level commonalities at the regional level. Our LGE
species tended to inhabit warmer environments with little diurnal temperature variation while
SGE species occupied habitats with greater diurnal temperature ranges and LPT species were
split between colder, wetter and warmer, drier sites. However, many species with different leaf
syndromes occupied overlapping climatic zones in terms of elevation, temperature, precipitation,
cloud cover, and canopy cover. The general climatic overlap between species may be just as
interesting as the differences, for it suggests that even with our expectations of different
environments favoring different leaf traits, especially when there appears to be convergent
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selection for these traits, in fact many different leaf types easily thrive in similar environments.
We can imagine scenarios for many of our leaf syndromes in which certain traits are modified
slightly to fine-tune adaptation to a given environment even while the overall syndrome remains
intact. This may complicate our efforts to determine the environmental drivers of leaf traits, but it
also leaves us with a more realistic assessment of their relative importance in determining
species ranges in Viburnum.
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Chapter 3: Genomic architecture underlying convergent leaf syndromes in Viburnum
(Adoxaceae)

Abstract
Plants exhibit remarkable diversity in leaf form, and identifying the genetic basis of leaf traits
expands our understanding of how and why such diversity has evolved. Convergent evolution for
leaf trait syndromes in Viburnum provides an opportunity to further investigate the genetic
architecture of leaf trait evolution in naturally occurring populations of long-lived woody plants.
We identified two sister species with distinct leaf syndromes, and two hybrid swarm areas
containing genetically admixed and phenotypically variable individuals suitable for trait
association mapping. Hybrid swarm phenotypes demonstrated parental, intermediate, and
divergent combinations of leaf traits, suggesting that leaf syndromes can be functionally and
genetically dissociated. We also found variable genetic architecture for leaf traits, with many
markers associated with blade size, a smaller partially overlapping set of markers associated with
marginal teeth, and a completely separate and small set of markers associated with trichome
characters. Our results suggest that the leaf traits comprising common syndromes in Viburnum
are not genetically inseparable, and their strong co-evolution may be better explained by natural
selection.
Introduction
Leaves are the primary site of photosynthesis for most plants and because plants are
sessile, a plant leaf must be immediately functional in its environment and robust to subsequent
environmental changes. Leaves vary in size, shape, texture and a variety of other parameters
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which in turn influence thermal regulation, water relations, and ultimately photosynthetic
performance (Gates, 1965; Parkhurst and Loucks, 1972; Schreuder et al., 2001). Light or nutrient
availability could also favor different leaf traits or leaf trait combinations (Bragg and Westoby,
2002; Wright et al., 2004). Additionally, leaf form can be modified to cope with physical and
biotic pressures, such as mechanical stress or herbivory (Niklas, 1999; Agrawal et al., 2009).
Considering these demands, it is not surprising that leaves can and do vary widely
between individuals, species, and habitats (Nicotra et al., 2011; Spriggs et al., 2018). Leaf form
convergence is also widespread, with recurrent leaf traits and syndromes evolving independently
in similar environments. (Bailey and Sinnott, 1916; Schmerler et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2017).
Understanding the genetic architecture of such evolutionarily labile traits is essential for
evaluating their role in ecological adaptation. Our knowledge of the genetic mechanisms
underlying leaf trait variation and function has rapidly increased, though most work at this scale
has been done in a small number of plant model systems (Ichihashi et al., 2014; Chitwood and
Sinha, 2016). This necessarily reduces the kinds of phenotypes available for interrogation, and it
also limits our ability to infer how labile or conserved are the genetic mechanisms underlying
particular leaf phenotypes. The diversity of leaves and the repeated evolution of similar leaf
forms in distantly related plants necessitates moving beyond model systems and investigating
these questions in a broad diversity of organisms.
Admixture mapping is one approach that enables the study of genetic architecture of
traits in non-model systems. Admixture mapping is a method of genome wide association that
allows us to interrogate relationships between genotype and phenotype by taking advantage of
the naturally occurring genetic diversity generated by admixture (Patterson et al., 2004). This
approach has proved to be a powerful tool for untangling the genetic architecture of traits in a
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wide variety of organisms, especially organisms that cannot be crossed in the lab for traditional
mapping studies, because it takes advantage of genetic admixture generated by naturally
occurring hybridization events (Winkler et al., 2010; Brelsford et al., 2017). Hybridization is
common across many plant taxa and the genetic variation resulting from hybridization can lead
to extensive hybrid trait variation in the wild (Rieseberg et al., 2007; Lindtke et al., 2013; Sung
et al., 2018). Plant hybridization generates many excellent opportunities to employ admixture
mapping for trait association in species that are not easily propagated and crossed. For
long-lived, large, and woody plants in particular, admixture mapping has provided insights into
the genetic basis of traits including leaf shape and leaf defense (Lindtke et al., 2013; Bresadola et
al., 2019).
In this study we investigate the genomic architecture of leaf trait variation using an
admixture mapping approach in Viburnum. Viburnum is a clade of approximately 165 shrubs and
small trees found across five continents with a center of diversity in Southeast Asia (Spriggs et
al., 2015; Landis et al., 2021). Viburnum contains extensive variation in leaf size, shape, margin,
and trichome characters (Schmerler et al., 2012; Spriggs et al., 2018). Viburnum also readily
hybridizes, with many instances of artificial hybridization to generate cultivars with desirable
horticultural traits (Egolf, 1956, 1962) and some naturally occuring hybridization across the
native ranges of closely-related species with geographic overlap (Donoghue, 1982; Spriggs et al.,
2019).
We recently identified a series of replicate radiations in the Oreinotinus clade of
Viburnum throughout the cloud forest regions of Central and South America, with repeated
diversification of a suite of convergent leaf forms across species within 11 locally endemic
subclades (Donoghue et al., in prep). Within each region, we found species often grouped into
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three leaf syndromes: some species had large, pubescent, and toothy-margined leaves (LPT),
some species had small, glabrous, entire-margined leaves (SGE), and others had
intermediate-sized, glabrous, and entire-margined leaves (IGE). In this study we focus
specifically on one pair of Viburnum sister species native to Chiapas, Mexico: Viburnum
jucundum, a LPT species, and Viburnum lautum, which is SGE (Donoghue et al, in prep).
Viburnum jucundum and V. lautum occupy subtly distinct environments, but earlier work
suggests that these species form hybrid swarms in disturbed areas where their ranges overlap
(Donoghue, 1982). The central plateau region of the state of Chiapas has a long history of
environmental disturbance associated with human agricultural practices (Vogt, 1969; Collier,
1975) , creating open, disturbed areas where Viburnum seems more likely to hybridize. Earlier
work in a large hybrid swarm in the vicinity of Zinacantan, Chiapas (Figure 3.1) documented
trait variation between individuals for leaf, twig, and floral traits, and suggested that both parent
species and putative hybrids with a range of phenotypes intermediate to the parents exist within
this hybrid swarm (Donoghue 1982). The long history of agriculture in the region and the
apparently significant amount of admixture in the swarm suggested that hybridization in
Zinacantan has been ongoing for many generations. Experimental crosses and backcrosses
between V. jucundum, V. lautum, and hybrid offspring were previously shown to be successful,
often resulting in viable fruits, though not all fruits were assayed for viability and hybrid pollen
viability was often lower than that of parent species when tested in the field (Donoghue, 1982).
Here, we confirm that hybrid swarms in multiple areas in the central plateau of Chiapas
indeed contain individuals genetically admixed between the two parent species, and we
characterize leaf phenotypes among the hybrids and between the parents. We also take an
admixture mapping approach to associate leaf traits with genetic marker loci in the hybrids,
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Figure 3.1: Map of V. jucundum, V. lautum, and hybrid swarm collection localities in Chiapas,
Mexico.

uncovering the genomic architecture of individual leaf traits comprising parental leaf syndromes.
Understanding the genomic architecture for leaf traits in these species is of particular interest
because V. lautum and V. jucundum are not the only sister species pair in Viburnum that exhibit
this pattern. Within the Oreinotinus radiation, we have evidence for multiple other instances of
Viburnum pairs across Central and South America in which one sister species is LPT while the
other is SGE (Donoghue et al, in prep). Insights from this work in one species pair could further
our understanding of the genetic basis of complex trait convergence in Viburnum more broadly.

Methods
Sample Collection
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After extensive exploration and sampling throughout Chiapas, Mexico, we found
multiple discrete populations of what we suspected to be primarily V. jucundum, primarily V.
lautum, and mixed populations of V. jucundum, V. lautum, and hybrids based on morphological
assessments in the field. We collected leaf material from multiple individuals across six
Viburnum populations in Chiapas (Figure 3.1), representing both parental populations and
populations containing hybrids. In order to capture genetically admixed individuals, we collected
from two expected hybrid zones in Zinacantan and Yashtinin, 74 and 45 individuals from each
site respectively. We also collected V. jucundum and V. lautum from sites where we expected
gene flow between parent species to be limited or nonexistent to serve as parental-type controls.
Eight V. jucundum individuals were collected from Huitepec in San Cristobal de las Casas, and
one V. jucundum individual was collected from Yalentay, for nine V. jucundum samples total. We
also collected eight V. lautum individuals, four from Teopisca and four from Moxviqil in San
Cristobal de las Casas (Specimen collection information in Appendix 3.1). For each individual
we pressed and dried at least five fully expanded leaves for morphological analyses, collected
leaves into silica gel for DNA extraction, and pressed one branch as a voucher specimen, housed
at the Peabody Museum of Natural History Herbarium (YU).
Leaf Phenotyping
All leaves used for morphological analysis were pressed, dried, detached from branches,
and photographed on a sheet of herbarium paper using a digital SLR camera (Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan). Leaf blade area, length, and width were then measured using the ImageJ package, LeafJ
(Maloof et al., 2013; Rueden et al., 2017). For trichome density measurements, we took three
leaves from each individual and painted a 5 mm diameter circle on the adaxial and abaxial
lamina at a point halfway up the midvein and halfway between the midvein and the margin,
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taking care to avoid veins. We then photographed this circle using a Zeiss Lumar V12
Stereoscope with Zeiss Axiocam 305 color camera (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and counted
the number of trichomes within the circle. We measured leaf teeth by counting the number of
teeth along the whole leaf margin using the same subset of leaves used for trichome density
measurements. Leaf trait comparative statistics between V. jucundum, V. lautum, and members of
the hybrid swarms were calculated using R (R core team, 2018).
DNA Extraction, RAD Sequencing, and Sequence Assembly
We extracted DNA from silica dried leaves using a modified CTAB protocol (Healey et
al., 2014). Floragenex (Portland, Oregon, USA) digested the resulting DNA with Pst1 to create
100 bp single-end libraries for RAD-seq (Baird et al., 2008). They then sequenced each library
on an Illumina Hi-seq 4000 at the University of Oregon (Eugene, Oregon, USA). Only samples
with greater than one million reads were used in analyses going forward, leaving us with nine V.
jucundum, eight V. lautum, and 119 hybrid swarm individuals.
RAD-seq reads were mapped to a V. lautum reference genome (Donoghue et al., in prep)
using ipyrad (Eaton and Overcast, 2020). The draft genome consists of 79,251 scaffolds totalling
3,088.88 Mb in length. Individual scaffold length ranged from 1 to 2,452.32 kb in length with
90% of the assembly length made up of scaffolds at least 47 kb long and 50% of the assembly
length made up of the scaffolds at least 250 kb long. Extended ipyrad methods and
accompanying parameters are detailed in Appendix 3.2. We mapped RAD-seq reads from just
parent individuals (individuals expected to be V. jucundum or V. lautum existing outside of the
hybrid swarm), parent individuals plus three V. hartwegii samples, parent individuals plus
individuals from the hybrid swarms, all hybrid swarm individuals, and individuals from each
hybrid swarm separately. Each individual-level analysis required a read depth of at least six reads
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per locus to be included and each variable site had to be present in at least four individual-level
samples to be included in the global analysis.
Phylogenetic Analysis
In order to look at relatedness between our expected parental-type samples, we built a
phylogeny including our expected V. lautum and V. jucundum individuals, our V. lautum
reference genome, and V. hartwegii, a closely related and geographically adjacent species that we
used as an outgroup. We used the V. lautum/V. jucundum/V. hartwegii RAD-seq assembly
described above to infer a phylogeny using the quartets-based tetrad (Eaton,
https://github.com/eaton-lab/tetrad). We ran tetrad over 5,000 randomly sampled quartets based
on 78,155 unlinked loci with 100 bootstrap replicates and plotted the resulting phylogeny using
toytree (Eaton, https://github.com/eaton-lab/toytree). Extended phylogenetic methods are
included in Appendix 3.2.
Genome-wide Ancestry
Genome-wide ancestry was estimated using STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000).
Extended computational methods are included in Appendix 3.2, but are briefly described here.
Output files containing variable sites from RAD-seq assemblies for just parent species samples,
parent plus hybrid swarm samples, and each hybrid swarm individually were run through
STRUCTURE assuming two, three, four or five assigned parental populations (k = 2, 3, 4, or 5).
For each assembly and each value of k, we had a burn-in period of 5000 runs followed by 5000
replicates. This process was repeated three times providing three replicates for each value of k
that were then combined using CLUMPP (Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 2007) to provide the final
ancestry estimates. We plotted these results in toyplot (https://github.com/sandialabs/toyplot)
with the proportion of a given color in each bar corresponding to the proportion of ancestry in an
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individual. The proportion ancestry corresponding to V. jucundum from the parents plus hybrid
swarm individuals k = 3 STRUCTURE analysis (Figure 3.4b, k = 3, teal bars) clearly
distinguished between parental types genetically and was therefore used for all trait-by-ancestry
correlations. Statistical analyses of trait-ancestry relationships were performed in R (R core team,
2018).
Admixture Mapping
To perform association mapping, we first took the .vcf files for the hybrids-swarm-only
RAD-seq assembly from ipyrad (Eaton and Overcast, 2020). We then filtered this output,
requiring any variable site to be present in at least 20% of samples, using VCFtools (Danecek et
al., 2011) and imputed missing variants using BEAGLE (Browning et al., 2018). We used
PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) to convert the imputed .vcf file from BEAGLE to binary ped format
for association mapping. Trait measurements and imputed markers were then used as input for
association mapping in GEMMA (Zhou and Stephens, 2012). We ran GEMMA using the
univariate linear mixed model with significance computed as a likelihood ratio test. GEMMA
results were plotted using the R package qqman (Turner, 2018), using the qqman default
thresholds for genome-wide significance (-log10(5e-8)) and suggestive significance
(-log10(1e-5)). Relationships between traits and individual alleles were plotted using ggplot2
(Wickham, 2009). Detailed usage for all of the above packages is described in Appendix 3.2.

Results
Phylogenetic Relationships
We found strong support for differentiation between our V. lautum and V. jucundum
parent samples. Viburnum lautum was monophyletic and contained two clades associated with
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collection locality (Figure 3.2a, top bracket). The V. lautum reference genome sequence formed a
clade with other V. lautum RAD-seq samples from the same population in Teopisca. All V.
jucundum samples were monophyletic as well (Figure 3.2a, bottom bracket). The V. jucundum
collected from Yalentay (MKM_11) was nested within the other V. jucundum samples from
Huitepec.
Divergence in Leaf Phenotypes
Viburnum lautum and V. jucundum leaves were significantly different in blade size,
marginal teeth, abaxial trichomes, and adaxial trichomes (Student’s t-test, P < 0.0001), while
they were not significantly different in their blade length/width ratio (Figure 3.3a-e). Hybrid
swarm individuals exhibited intermediate and extreme values for all phenotypes relative to the
parent species samples (Figure 3.3a-e). Specifically, the hybrid swarms contained some
individuals with smaller blade areas relative to either parent species (Figure 3.3a) and higher
blade length/width ratios (Figure 3.3b), translating to more elongate leaves in some putative
hybrids. Some hybrid swarm individuals also had the highest trichome densities, both abaxial
(Figure 3.3d) and adaxial (Figure 3.3e), and the highest number of marginal teeth of all
Viburnums sampled (Figure 3.3c), though some hybrids and V. lautum individuals had no
trichomes or leaf teeth at all, so lower extremes cannot be present.
When we looked at phenotypic differences between our two hybrid swarm populations
(Figure 3.3f-j), we found that individuals from different hybrid swarms did not have significantly
different blade areas (Figure 3.3f) or numbers of marginal teeth (Figure 3.3h). However, we did
find that individuals collected from the Yashtinin hybrid swarm had significantly more elongate
leaves than individuals from the Zinacantan hybrid swarm (Figure 3.3g). We also found that
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Figure 3.2: (a) Phylogenetic relationships between V. jucundum samples (bottom bracket), V.
lautum samples, including V. lautum reference genome (top bracket), and V. hartwegii samples
(outgroup) with representative leaf blade images (adaxial on left, abaxial on right, scale bar = 1
cm) and leaf surface images (adaxial on top, abaxial on bottom). (b) Assorted leaves collected
from individuals growing in hybrid swarms (top) and abaxial leaf surface images showing the
range of pubescence across individuals from the hybrid swarms (bottom).

Zinacantan hybrid swarm individuals had significantly higher abaxial and adaxial trichome
densities than Yashtinin swarm individuals (Figure 3.3i-j).
Genome-wide Ancestry and Ancestry-Trait Correlations
Parent species V. lautum and V. jucundum had completely separate ancestry based on
STRUCTURE analysis for k = 2 ancestral populations (Figure 3.4a). Our k = 3 through k = 5
analyses of parent species samples suggested largely separate ancestry for our reference genome
assembly, though some of this ancestry was also shared by other V. lautum individuals (Figure
3.4a, reference sample is bar on far left). Increased k values uncovered additional population
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Figure 3.3: Viburnum jucundum and V. lautum have significantly different leaf blade areas,
marginal teeth, abaxial trichome density, and adaxial trichome density (a,c,d,e). They do not
have significantly different blade length to blade width ratios (b). Hybrid swarm individuals
express intermediate and extreme phenotypes relative to parents (a-e).
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structure within species, but the V. lautum, V. lautum reference sequence, and V. jucundum
samples still remained mostly differentiated.
When estimating genome-wide ancestry of the parental species plus hybrid swarm
individuals, parental samples did not segregate as clearly (Figure 3.4b). For all values of k, V.
jucundum samples shared identical or largely similar ancestry (Figure 3.4b, green bars to the far
right), while some V. lautum samples collected from Moxviqil had separate ancestry (Figure
3.4b, purple bars to the far left) and other V. lautum samples collected from Teopisca, including
our reference sequence, tended to float in the middle (Figure 3.4b, purple bars center to
center-left). Increasing values of k captured an increasing amount of ancestry associated with the
reference sequence and with other V. lautum samples collected from Teopisca. Regardless of the
placement of the Teopisca samples, all values of k suggest a gradient of admixture across hybrid
swarm samples. Some individuals collected from the hybrid swarms are inferred to have pure
parental genomes, suggesting a mix of pure V. lautum and V. jucundum individuals co-occurring
within generally well admixed hybrid populations. We found a similar trend when we analyzed
each hybrid swarm separately (Figure 3.4c,d) with a gradation of ancestry across hybrid swarms
and some likely V. lautum and V. jucundum individuals present in each swarm.
Over all values of k, the proportion of ancestry associated with V. jucundum (Figure 3.4b,
teal bars) was fairly constant, but k = 3 was best able to distinguish between parental samples, so
we used the k = 3 proportion of ancestry corresponding to V. jucundum from the parents plus
hybrid swarm individuals STRUCTURE analysis for trait by genome wide ancestry associations.
There were strong, positive correlations between V. jucundum ancestry and blade size, marginal
teeth, abaxial trichome density, and adaxial trichome density (P < 0.0001 for all traits, r2 =
0.6276, 0.6788, 0.4368, and 0.3433 respectively) when V. jucundum, V. lautum, and hybrid
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Figure 3.4: Bars representing proportion of parental ancestry as inferred by STRUCTURE for V.
jucundum and V. lautum samples (a), for V. jucundum, V. lautum, and hybrid swarm individuals
(b) , for Yashtinin hybrid swarm individuals (c), and for Zinacantan hybrid swarm individuals
(d) assuming two, three, four, or five ancestral populations (k = 2-5). Purple circles (a,c,d) or
bars (b) denote V. lautum samples while green circles (a) or bars (b) denote V. jucundum
samples.
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swarm individuals were plotted together (Figure 3.5a-d). Correlations between V. jucundum
ancestry and trait values were still significant when we analyzed each hybrid swarm population
separately (Figure 3.5e-h). In the Yashtinin swarm, blade size, marginal teeth, abaxial trichome
density, and adaxial trichome density all increased with increasing V. jucundum ancestry (P <
0.0001 for all traits, r2 = 0.6184, 0.6473, 0.4197, and 0.3323 respectively) and the same was true
of Zinacantan individuals when analyzed separately (P < 0.0001 for all traits, r2 = 0.6313,
0.6447, 0.4551, and 0.3931 respectively). Each swarm contained individuals with varying
amounts of V. jucundum ancestry (Figure 3.5e-h, Figure 3.3k), but both swarms were more
genetically similar to V. lautum on average and the Yashtinin swarm was more genetically similar
to V. lautum on average than the Zinacantan swarm (Figure 3.3k).
Association Mapping for Hybrid Leaf Traits and Corresponding Phenotypic Changes
According to our GEMMA analysis, there were significant relationships between genetic
markers and blade size, marginal teeth, abaxial trichome density, and adaxial trichome density,
though no markers were significantly associated with blade length/width (Figure 3.6). There
were 37 markers with genome-wide significance for blade area, two for marginal teeth, four for
abaxial trichomes, and one for adaxial trichomes, along with many more markers with suggestive
significance for all of these traits. Three markers with suggestive or genome-wide significance
for marginal teeth also had suggestive or genome-wide significance for blade area (Figure 3.6a
and b, circles). The one marker most strongly correlated with adaxial trichomes also had a
significant association with abaxial trichomes (Figure 3.6d and e, circles). No markers strongly
or suggestively associated with trichome characters were associated with blade area or marginal
teeth. When we compared trait values for individuals carrying the reference allele versus the
alternative allele for markers most significantly associated with traits, the individuals carrying
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Figure 3.5: Correlations between percent ancestry attributed to V. jucundum and leaf traits for V.
jucundum, V. lautum, and hybrid swarm individuals for all hybrid swarm individuals (a-d) and
for hybrid swarm individuals with points colored according to swarm of origin (e-h). Positive
relationships between percent ancestry and blade area (a,e), number of marginal teeth (b,f),
abaxial trichome density (c,g), and adaxial trichome density (d,h) were all significant (P <
0.0001).

the alternative allele had more V. jucundum-like phenotypes, with larger blade areas, more
marginal teeth, and higher trichome densities (Figure 3.7). This is consistent with our reference
genome sequence coming from a V. lautum individual.

Discussion
Genome-wide Ancestry and Leaf Trait Correlates
Our phylogeny and STRUCTURE analyses suggest that our known V. lautum and V.
jucundum samples are genetically well-differentiated (Figure 3.2a, Figure 3.4a) while many
individuals from the hybrid swarms are indeed genetically admixed (Figure 3.4b). Even with this
clear differentiation between parent species samples for k = 2 ancestral populations, we do find
some proportion of ancestry assigned across both species at higher values of k, especially when
parent samples are analyzed with hybrids. This could indicate shared ancestry and gene flow
between our parent samples, but we think it is more likely to be an artifact of alignment to the V.
lautum reference genome. The V. lautum reference genome sample that all other sample reads are
aligned to will always be a complete data set, therefore less common alleles in the global dataset
are more likely to overlap and cluster with the reference. Also, because the V. lautum samples are
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Figure 3.6: Associations between marker loci and blade area (a), blade length/blade width (b),
number of marginal teeth (c), abaxial trichome density (d), and adaxial trichome density (e).
Each point is a variable locus, loci on the same scaffold alternate by color, points below the blue
line do not have a significant relationship with the trait of interest, points above the blue line but
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below the red line have a suggestive, but not significant relationship, and points above the red
line have genome-wide significance. Loci circled in (a) and (b) are significantly associated with
both blade area and marginal teeth. Locus circled in (d) and (e) is significantly associated with
both abaxial and adaxial trichome density.

more closely related to the reference, they are more likely to share population structure while
alternative alleles that V. lautum parent samples do not share with the reference are more likely to
cluster with V. jucundum if they are not fixed differences between species. Ultimately,
STRUCTURE will find as many ancestral populations as you tell it to and the k = 2 or k = 3
analyses seem the most likely given our previous phylogenetic work showing differentiation
between parent species and our assumption based on observations in the field that only two
parent species contributed genetically to the hybrid swarm populations. Overall, across all values
of k in our STRUCTURE analyses, our results indicate that many of our hybrid swarm samples
are likely hybrids with varying levels of genetic admixture. This builds on earlier work
suggesting the presence of hybrids on the basis of intermediate morphology (Donoghue, 1982)
and suggests hybrids possess the underlying genetic diversity necessary for genome-wide trait
association.
Trait values for hybrid swarm individuals were strongly correlated with genome-wide
ancestry as estimated by STRUCTURE, with more V. jucundum-associated ancestry
corresponding to more V. jucundum-like traits (Figure 3.5). Even V. lautum individuals from
outside of the hybrid swarm had larger blade areas when they had a small proportion of V.
jucundum-associated ancestry. The additive effect of small increases in ancestry corresponding to
small increases in trait values suggests that individual traits may be controlled by many loci
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Figure 3.7: Trait differences between individuals carrying the reference and alternative allele for
markers with the strongest association with blade area (a), number of marginal teeth (b), abaxial
trichome density (c), and adaxial trichome density (d).

dispersed across the genome. Indeed, many candidate genes have been associated with leaf size
(Pereira and Des Marais, 2020) and margin characters (Chitwood and Sinha, 2016) and many of
these candidate genes are likely dispersed across the Viburnum genome as well. However, though
correlations between ancestry and trait values are all significant, suggesting an overall additive
effect, the correlations are tighter for some traits than for others. The r2 values for the
relationship between percent ancestry and blade area or leaf teeth (0.6276 and 0.6788
respectively) are higher than they are for ancestry and trichome characters (0.4368 for abaxial
and 0.3433 for adaxial.) It seems possible that the additive effect of genome wide ancestry and
the corresponding number of additive alleles involved may be greater for blade area and
marginal teeth, leading to a tighter correlation, while pubescence could be under the control of
fewer loci, yielding a less direct correlation between genome wide ancestry and trichome density.
We find further evidence for this in our admixture mapping study, detailed below. Earlier work
on the genetic mechanisms behind trichome development often focus on model systems where
endoreduplication plays a central role (Fambrini and Pugliesi, 2019). Viburnum trichomes are not
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endoreduplicated structures and many previously identified candidate genes probably do not
apply here, providing a new avenue for the identification of candidate trichome genes.
Phenotypic Accessibility
Based on our leaf trait measurements of individuals growing in the hybrid swarms,
different combinations of leaf traits than what we see in parent species appear to be genetically
and phenotypically available. Many hybrid swarm members had trait values intermediate to the
parent species, which may be what we expect from genetically intermediate hybrid offspring, but
some individuals also displayed more extreme trait values, specifically with very small blade
areas and very high trichome densities (Figure 3.3). Individuals from hybrid swarms also
presented different combinations of traits not seen in parents. Many hybrid swarm specimens
possessed very small leaves with toothy margins, and many increased their adaxial trichome
density at a higher rate than their abaxial trichome density relative to parents for which abaxial
and adaxial trichome density was more even. Overall, this is consistent with the broader
literature on hybrid phenotypes where intermediate and divergent traits or trait combinations are
found across a variety of hybrid systems (Rieseberg et al., 2007; Stelkens et al., 2009; Nelson et
al., 2021).
The occupation of a broader trait space for individuals in the hybrid swarm has
implications for the trait combinations found in the parent species and for Viburnum leaf
syndromes in general. It suggests that even though LPT and SGE syndromes have evolved in
combination repeatedly, the syndromes can be broken up and other trait combinations are
genetically and phenotypically possible. While transgressive hybrid phenotypes may provide a
source of evolutionary novelty that can be evolutionarily advantageous in certain circumstances
(Rieseberg et al., 1999; Dittrich-Reed and Fitzpatrick, 2013), it seems more likely that these
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syndromes are brought together by selection while other available permutations are selected
against outside of hybrid swarm environments. It further suggests that the LPT and SGE leaf
syndromes are neither randomly associated, because then they would not be found together more
frequently than other trait combinations, nor so tightly genetically linked that they can’t be
disassociated.
Selection for leaf syndromes that we find in our parent species may be relaxed in the
hybrid swarms given that we do not find this variety of leaf types persisting outside of the
ecologically distrubed swarm environments. Alternatively, hybridization may be continuously
generating new admixed individuals with less advantageous leaf types that do not persist within
the swarm long term. Given the continuous gradation of inferred parental ancestry found in our
STRUCTURE analysis, persistent, long-term gene flow and relaxed selection for leaf syndromes
within the swarm seems more likely. Though there is evidence for the increased ability of
hybrids with novel trait combinations to colonize new environments (Rieseberg et al., 2007;
Hovick et al., 2012), the persistence of admixed Viburnum with variable leaf types in hybrid
swarms seems more likely to arise from overlap in flowering time and increased opportunity to
hybridize than from hybrid swarm environments favoring certain leaf traits. Aside from
differences in leaf type, V. lautum and V. jucundum also have slightly different flowering times in
undisturbed environments and more irregular and overlapping flowering times in disturbed areas
where hybrid swarms are more likely to occur (personal observation).
Trait Association and Genomic Architecture of Leaf Traits
In addition to significant genome-wide correlations, we also uncovered individual marker
loci of significant effect for most traits. Blade area was significantly associated with 37 markers
while many more were suggestive, though less significant, and may play a smaller role in blade
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size modulation. This is consistent with either many loci of small additive effect, as our
genome-wide ancestry analysis suggested, or with many loci of larger effect providing multiple
paths to blade size variation. Blade area was associated with more significant and suggestive
markers than any other trait examined in this study and this is consistent with the broader
literature implicating many genes associated with leaf size (Pereira and Des Marais, 2020).
Admixture mapping studies investigating leaf traits in Populus also found multiple marker loci
associated with blade area interspersed across the genome (Lindtke et al., 2013), though this
work involved considerably fewer markers than examined here and later work in Populus did not
uncover markers with a significant blade area association (Bresadola et al., 2019).
Only two loci were significantly associated with marginal teeth, though four other loci
had a suggestive correlation. Interestingly, the two loci associated with marginal teeth also had a
suggestive correlation with blade area. This could mean that though blade area and marginal
teeth are not always associated, there are paths to increased blade area that are more correlated
with marginal teeth, but at the same time blade area may also increase while maintaining an
entire margin. It would be interesting to see if larger, toothier individuals in possession of all
significant alleles for toothiness also possessed a separate set of significant blade size alleles than
larger, less toothy individuals. This may allow us to better understand how many independent
routes to larger leaves may exist. Within our hybrid swarm phenotypes we do see many small,
toothy individuals so these traits cannot be so tightly correlated in all contexts.
Trichome-associated loci comprised a completely different set of markers than those
associated with blade and margin characters, though there was overlap for significant markers
within trichome characters. We found one marker significantly associated with both abaxial and
adaxial trichome densities and three markers associated only with abaxial trichome densities.
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With four abaxial sites and one adaxial site, there may be more room for additive variation in
abaxial trichome densities, though this is not what we see in our phenotype data. We actually
uncovered a much wider range of adaxial trichome densities than abaxial. It is possible that we
lack the genomic resolution to detect all significant regions or that multiple genes of interest
could be near the marker locus and what looks like one region of interest in fact contains many
relevant genes. Further exploration of the genomic regions around these significant markers with
our annotated scaffolds should shed more light on this fine scale genetic architecture.
Overall it appears that while blade area, leaf teeth, and trichome densities can and do
vary, there are some genomic associations that may prevent completely random dissociation.
Blade area and marginal teeth appear mostly independent, but alleles promoting toothiness also
increase blade size. Conversely, the mapping study suggests there are many ways to vary blade
area without any influence on marginal teeth. Trichome densities may be even more free to vary
independently of blade size and marginal teeth, given the apparent lack of any shared loci.
Abaxial and adaxial trichome densities do share a significant marker, are often phenotypically
correlated, and thus seem very likely to be assembled together. However, there are phenotypic
exceptions as some hybrids have much higher trichome densities on one side compared to the
other. This interplay between correlation and independence for different sets of traits echoes
earlier trait mapping work in Mimulus with different life-history syndromes (Nelson et al., 2021)
or in benthic and limnetic sticklebacks (Arnegard et al., 2014) where they found genetic
associations within some trait modules and genetic independence between others.
While there does appear to be a strong association between leaf traits and marker loci, we
should caution that given the scaffold sizes for our genome assembly and the many markers
associated with blade size, some significant markers may be closer together than they appear.
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Markers for margin and trichome characters could also be closer together than we realize.
Significant markers for any of these traits may also be physically closer to markers for another
trait than currently understood, in which case the markers should not be treated as independently
in the admixture mapping analysis as they currently are.
Leaf Syndromes in Viburnum
What might this say about the evolution of leaf syndromes in Viburnum more broadly:
given the complexity of the underlying genetic architecture of the traits comprising these
syndromes, should we be more or less surprised by their repeated evolution? Previous work on
the evolution of syndromes demonstrates many different mechanisms and selective forces
leading to convergence (Losos et al., 1998; Fraser et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2004; Fernald,
2006; Heyduk et al., 2019) and it seems likely that leaf syndromes in Viburnum likely also arose
through their own unique combination of genetic circumstances and selective pressures. We do
not yet know if the findings from the V. jucundum and V. lautum sister species pair can be
generalized to other sister species pairs with similar leaf syndromes, but given their close
relatedness, we suspect that they will at least partially share this underlying genetic architecture.
Given the relatively large number of markers associated with blade size, this trait may be easier
to change additively and incrementally over many alleles, many alleles may be involved in
multiple separate paths to a larger leaf, or there may be many loci of large effect and it is
relatively easy to acquire any of them. Any of these options could make the size part of the
syndrome especially evolutionarily accessible. The potential links between toothiness and blade
size could make it more likely that toothier leaves are also larger. Overall, this suggests there
may be a genetic correlation between blade area and marginal teeth that makes these traits more
likely to be found together.
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Given the non-overlapping set of markers related to trichome characters versus margin
and blade characters, the combination of large and toothy leaves that are also hairy seems less
likely to evolve through shared genetic architecture. Yet it is very rare for small-leaved
Viburnums to be especially hairy, and in the Oreinotinus radiation especially, the largest leaves
are always densely covered with trichomes (Donoghue et al., in prep). Based on our knowledge
of genetic architecture alone, it should be just as likely to find large, toothed, pubescent species
as it would be to find large, toothed, glabrous ones, but instead we find LPT and SGE syndromes
evolving repeatedly. Syndromes are more likely to be assembled if there is some advantage to
being LPT or SGE in certain contexts and given the convergence for these syndromes across
many Viburnum species, that seems likely. Researchers have identified many potential climatic
and ecological factors selecting for leaf size (Wright et al., 2017; Pereira and Des Marais, 2020),
marginal teeth (Bailey and Sinnott, 1916; Givnish, 1987; Schmerler et al., 2012), and trichome
characters (Schreuder et al., 2001; Agrawal et al., 2009; Bickford, 2016), but to our knowledge
none have identified the genetic or environmental selective pressures modifying these traits in
combination such as we see across syndromes in Viburnum. Though we do not yet understand
the selective pressures favoring these syndromes, the genetic architecture of the individual traits
allows us to better imagine how the syndromes may have come together. The initial assembly of
these syndromes may have even enabled the radiation of Viburnum through Central and South
America through correlational selection of traits leading to wider genetic correlation and
associated reproductive isolation (Sinervo and Svensson, 2002), especially between sister species
pairs with different leaf types.
Conclusion
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This study confirms the presence of hybridization between V. jucundum and V. lautum
and provides a clear link between genomic ancestry and phenotypic variation in leaf traits. Leaf
traits have variable genomic architecture and are largely correlated with separate genomic
regions, but a few key genomic regions are shared between certain traits, suggesting that some
traits are more likely to evolve in a correlated fashion. This work provides insights into the
evolution and maintenance of leaf traits assembled into syndromes. It also opens up new
questions and hypotheses about how leaf syndromes are repeatedly assembled across many
species within this Viburnum radiation.
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Appendices
Appendix 1.1: Accession information for genome size measurements. (Species, location,
accession/collection number.)
V. hartwegii, Yale Greenhouse, MKM45. V. jucundum, Yale Greenhouse, MKM46. V. lautum,
Yale Greenhouse, MKM47. V. acutifolium, Yale Greenhouse, MKM48. V. sulcatum, Yale
Greenhouse, MKM49. V. blandum, Yale Greenhouse, MKM50. V. caudatum, Yale Greenhouse,
MKM051. V. microcarpum, Yale Greenhouse, MKM52. V. stenocalyx, Yale Greenhouse,
MKM53. V. dentatum, Arnold Arboretum, 5070-1-A. V. recognitum, Yale Grounds, MKM44. V.
molle, Arnold Arboretum, 18294-A. V. bracteatum, Arnold Arboretum, 1067-87-B. V.
dilatatum, Yale Grounds, MKM43. V. wrightii, Arnold Arboretum, 825-63-A. V. erosum, Arnold
Arboretum, 963-85-A. V. setigerum, Arnold Arboretum, 305-2002-A. V. betulifolium, Arnold
Arboretum, 255-2001-B. V. hupehense, Arnold Arboretum, 362-95-B. V. melanocarpum,
Arnold Arboretum, 386-81-D. V. acerifolium, Arnold Arboretum, 584-2008-D. V. cylindricum,
Berkeley, 93.1371. V. opulus, Arnold Arboretum, 352-78-A. V. sargentii, Arnold Arboretum,
1922-80-C. V. trilobum, Arnold Arboretum, 361-2006-C. V. edule, Yale Greenhouse, MKM42.
V. propinquum, US National Arboretum, USNA_49604-J. V. davidii, Berkeley, 2012.0211. V.
tinus, Arizona, MJD_2018-AZ-1. V. erubescens, Arnold Arboretum, 798-65-A. V. henryi, US
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National Arboretum, USNA_67754-T. V. farreri, Arnold Arboretum, 293-2003-C. V.
suspensum, Arizona, MJD_2018-AZ-2. V. odoratissimum, Arizona, MJD_2018-AZ-3. V.
sieboldii, Arnold Arboretum, 616-6-B. V. plicatum, Arnold Arboretum, 933-4-A. V. bitchiuense,
Arnold Arboretum, 1797-77-A. V. carlesii, Arnold Arboretum, 2163-65-A. V. utile, US National
Arboretum, USNA_64876-J. V. macrocephalum, US National Arboretum, USNA_sn. V.
rhytidophyllum, Arnold Arboretum, 1386-82-B. V. veitchii, Arnold Arboretum, 457-94-A. V.
lantana, Arnold Arboretum, 206-96-B. V. burejaeticum, Arnold Arboretum, 375-97-A. V.
prunifolium, Arnold Arboretum, 237-2006-A. V. rufidulum, Arnold Arboretum, 21418-A. V.
cassinoides, Arnold Arboretum, 109-79-B. V. furcatum, Arnold Arboretum, 17988-A. V.
lantanoides, Arnold Arboretum, 599-2008-B.

Appendix 1.2: Accession information for leaf anatomy measurements. (Species, location,
accession(s).)
V. acerifolium, Arnold Arboretum, NA. V. betulifolium, Arnold Arboretum, 255_2001A. V.
bracteatum, Arnold Arboretum, 1067_87, 6119A. V. cylindricum, Washington Park Arboretum,
75_91. V. dentatum, Arnold Arboretum, 352_95, 5070_1B, 5070_1C, 101_38A, 293_85A,
268_85A, 269_32A, 1800MASS. V. dilatatum, Arnold Arboretum, 138_52A, 821_85, 20449A
V. erubescens, Arnold Arboretum, 798_65_A. V. farreri, Washington Park Arboretum, 1190_49.
V. furcatum, Arnold Arboretum, 17988A, 17988B, 17988C V. hupehense, Arnold Arboretum,
80_81B, 1748_80B, 1985_80C. V. molle, Arnold Arboretum, 67_2000A, 67_2000B, 4643_1A.
V. opulus, Arnold Arboretum, 352_78C, 362_78E, 873_85A. V. rufidulum, Arnold Arboretum,
3943_1D, 21418A. V. sieboldii, Arnold Arboretum, 616_6A, 616_6B. V. trilobum, Arnold
Arboretum, 1097_60A, 1097_60B, 22900A. V. wrightii, Arnold Arboretum, 1825_77A,
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1825_77B, 1825_77C. V. bitchiuense, Arnold Arboretum, 1097_77A, 2047_77A, 2047_77B. V.
burejaeticum, Arnold Arboretum, 375_97A, 397_97C. V. carlesii, Arnold Arboretum, 892_61A,
17981_2A. V. cassinoides, Arnold Arboretum, 18_79A, 109_79A, 874_85A. V. erosum, Arnold
Arboretum, 619_88_A, 79_80. V. lantana, Arnold Arboretum, 206_96A, 206_96B. V. plicatum,
Arnold Arboretum, 933_4A, 18061A. V. propinquum, Washington Park Arboretum, 136_67. V.
prunifolium, Arnold Arboretum, 1189_85B, 1910_81A, 22586A. V. rhytidophyllum, Arnold
Arboretum, 57_81B, 1386_82A. V. sargentii, Arnold Arboretum, 398_68B, 1922_80C. V.
setigerum, Arnold Arboretum, 305_2002A, 1635_80A. V. tinus, Washington Park Arboretum,
242_63. V. utile, Washington Park Arboretum, 656_49. V. veitchii, Arnold Arboretum, 101_81B,
101_81C, 457_94A.
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Appendix 1.3: Phylogenetic correlations between traits under different models of evolution (Brownian motion (BM) or Ornstein
Uhlenbeck (OU)) generated using phylogenetic linear models implemented in phylolm.
Untransformed

Log-transformed

Chromosome
Number (2n)

Genome Size
(1c pg)

Chromosome
Number (2n)

Genome Size
(1c pg)

BM

OU

BM

OU

BM

OU

BM

OU

Genome size (2c
Gbp)

AIC:228.3
R2:0.7890
P<.001***

AIC:226
R2:0.7243
P<.001***

X

X

AIC:-0.5165
R2:0.7397
P<.001***

AIC:-1.432
R2:0.6868
P<.001***

X

X

Cx (1x Gbp)

AIC:116.22
R2:0.0247
P=.2866

AIC:113.82
R2:00.0039
P<.6735

X

X

AIC:-0.5132
R2:0.0418
P=.1636

AIC:-1.686
R2:0.0071
P=.5684

X

X

Guard cell length
(um)

X

X

AIC:180.56
R2:0.1588
P=.0264*

AIC:174.51
R2:0.1342
P=.0427*

X

X

AIC:-9.682
R2:0.1791
P=.0177*

AIC:-17.49
R2:0.1765
P=.0186*

Stomatal density
(mm-2)

X

X

AIC:354.8
R2:0.0494
P=.2297

AIC:343.8
R2:0.0605
P=.1823

X

X

AIC:44.92
R2:0.1187
P=.0578

AIC:29.35
R2:0.0100
P=.0831

Vein density (mm-1)

X

X

AIC:92.85
R2:0.0224
P=.4757

AIC:72.95
R2:0.0127
P=.5923

X

X

AIC:6.12107
R2:0.0197
P=.5039

AIC:-11.704
R2:0.0014
P=.8599

Amax
(umolCO2m-2s-1
measured)

X

X

AIC:102.26
R2:0.1864
P=.0351*

AIC:99.51
R2:0.2179
P=.0215*

X

X

AIC:-8.373
R2:0.1856
P=.0356*

AIC:-11.287
R2:0.2250
P=.0192*

Amax
(umolCO2m-2s-1
measured/modeled)

X

X

AIC:219.9
R2:0.0588
P=.1219

AIC:212.9
R2:0.0600
P=.1180

X

X

AIC:7.6761
R2:0.1247
P=.0218*

AIC:2.474
R2:0.1176
P=.0262*
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Appendix 2.1: Climate station locality information.
Station

Region Species

Syndrome

V. caudatum

Puebla V.caudatum/V.tiliaefolium SGE/LPT

Coordinates/Elevation
20.256918, -98.204836, 2180m

V. microcarpum Puebla V. microcarpum

LPT

20.274183, -98.170386, 1343m

V. acutifolium 1 Oaxaca V. acutifolium

SGE

17.585294, -96.514249, 2900m

V. sp. A

LPT

17.585358, -96.512983, 2800m

V. acutifolium 2 Oaxaca V. acutifolium

SGE

17.179217, -96.056933, 2650m

V. sp. B

Oaxaca V. sp. B

LGE

17.588883, -96.496483, 2451m

V. sulcatum

Oaxaca V. sulcatum

LPT

16.994883, -96.102883, 2171m

V. fuscum

Oaxaca V. fuscum

LGE

17.271800, -96.024300, 1916m

V. jucundum 1

Chiapas V. jucundum

LPT

16.74688, -92.68715, 2563m

V. jucundum 2

Chiapas V. jucundum

LPT

16.754449, -92.681774, 2465m

V. lautum 1

Chiapas V. lautum

SGE

16.75768, -92.635290, 2260m

V. lautum 2

Chiapas V. lautum

SGE

16.509346, -92.478026, 1540m

V. hartwegii

Chiapas V. hartwegii

LGE

16.87804, -92.46747, 1520m

Oaxaca V. sp. A
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Appendix 3.1: Specimen identification with latitude and longitude from each collection locality.
Viburnum jucundum Huitepec: 16.74688, -92.68715 (MKM_11, MKM_12, MKM_13, MKM_14, MKM_15,
MKM_16, MKM_17, MKM_18, MKM_20)
Yalentay: 16.73598, -92.75501 (MKM_11)
Viburnum lautum Moxviqil: 16.75768, -92.635290 (MKM_23, MKM_24, MKM_25, MKM_26)
Teopisca: 16.509346, -92.478026 (MKM_1, MKM_2, MKM_3, MKM_9)
Hybrid Swarm Individuals Yashtinin: 16.647537, -92.450227 (Yash-A-10, Yash-A-11, Yash-A-12, Yash-A-13, Yash-A-14,
Yash-A-15, Yash-A-17, Yash-A-18, Yash-A-19, Yash-A-21, Yash-A-22, Yash-A-23, Yash-A-24,
Yash-A-25, Yash-A-26, Yash-A-29, Yash-A-32, Yash-A-33, Yash-A-37, Yash-A-38, Yash-A-3,
Yash-A-41, Yash-A-6, Yash-A-7, Yash-B-10, Yash-B-11, Yash-B-1, Yash-B-3, Yash-B-4,
Yash-B-5, Yash-B-7, Yash-B-9, Yash-C-1, Yash-C-4, Yash-C-5, Yash-D-10, Yash-D-11,
Yash-D-13, Yash-D-16, Yash-D-18, Yash-D-1, Yash-D-3, Yash-D-4, Yash-D-5, Yash-D-8)
Zinacantan: 16.767, -92.74 (Z10, Z11, Z13, Z14, Z16, Z17, Z18, Z19, Z1, Z20, Z21, Z23, Z24,
Z26, Z27, Z28, Z29, Z30, Z31, Z32, Z36, Z37, Z3, Z40, Z41, Z42, Z43, Z44, Z45, Z46, Z47,
Z48, Z4, Z50, Z51, Z52, Z53, Z54, Z55, Z56, Z58, Z59, Z5, Z60, Z61, Z62, Z63, Z64, Z65, Z68,
Z69, Z6, Z71, Z72, Z73, Z74, Z76, Z78, Z79, Z80, Z81, Z82, Z83, Z84, Z85, Z86, Z89, Z8, Z90,
Z93, Z94, Z95, Z96, Z97
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Appendix 3.2: Extended Computational Methods
RAD-seq reads for samples listed in Appendix 1 were mapped to the V. lautum reference genome
(Donoghue et al, in prep) to create individual and population level assemblies in ipyrad (v.0.9.15)
using the following parameters file. Separate assemblies containing different subsets of samples
were assembled using different parameter files with different assembly names, but all parameters
were otherwise identical between assemblies. These different assembly names are subset by
parentheses in the example parameters file below.

File names: params-(hartout_parent) (parent) (hybrids) (parent_hybrid) (yas) (zin).txt
##########################################################################
------- ipyrad params file (v.0.9.15)------------------------------------------(hartout_parent) (parent) (hybrids) (parent_hybrid) (yas) (zin)
## [0] [assembly_name]: Assembly name. Used to name output directories for assembly
steps
/home/mm3465/scratch60/ipyrad/ipyrad_(hartout_parent) (parent) (hybrids) (parent_hybrid)
(yas) (zin)

## [1] [project_dir]: Project dir (made in curdir if not present)

## [2] [raw_fastq_path]: Location of raw non-demultiplexed fastq files
## [3] [barcodes_path]: Location of barcodes file
/home/mm3465/scratch60/ipyrad/seq_(hartout_parent) (parent) (hybrids) (parent_hybrid) (yas)
(zin)/*.fastq.gz
## [4] [sorted_fastq_path]: Location of demultiplexed/sorted fastq files
reference
## [5] [assembly_method]: Assembly method (denovo, reference)
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/home/mm3465/scratch60/ipyrad/seq_scaffolds/final_assembly.fa
## [6] [reference_sequence]: Location of reference sequence file
rad
## [7] [datatype]: Datatype (see docs): rad, gbs, ddrad, etc.
TGCAG,
## [8] [restriction_overhang]: Restriction overhang (cut1,) or (cut1, cut2)
5
## [9] [max_low_qual_bases]: Max low quality base calls (Q<20) in a read
33
## [10] [phred_Qscore_offset]: phred Q score offset (33 is default and very standard)
6
## [11] [mindepth_statistical]: Min depth for statistical base calling
6
## [12] [mindepth_majrule]: Min depth for majority-rule base calling
10000
## [13] [maxdepth]: Max cluster depth within samples
0.9
## [14] [clust_threshold]: Clustering threshold for de novo assembly
0
## [15] [max_barcode_mismatch]: Max number of allowable mismatches in barcodes
0
## [16] [filter_adapters]: Filter for adapters/primers (1 or 2=stricter)
35
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## [17] [filter_min_trim_len]: Min length of reads after adapter trim
4
## [18] [max_alleles_consens]: Max alleles per site in consensus sequences
0.05
## [19] [max_Ns_consens]: Max N's (uncalled bases) in consensus (R1, R2)
0.05
## [20] [max_Hs_consens]: Max Hs (heterozygotes) in consensus (R1, R2)
4
## [21] [min_samples_locus]: Min # samples per locus for output
0.2
## [22] [max_SNPs_locus]: Max # SNPs per locus (R1, R2)
8
## [23] [max_Indels_locus]: Max # of indels per locus (R1, R2)
0.5
## [24] [max_shared_Hs_locus]: Max # heterozygous sites per locus
0, 0, 0, 0
## [25] [trim_reads]: Trim raw read edges (R1>, <R1, R2>, <R2) (see docs)
0, 0, 0, 0
## [26] [trim_loci]: Trim locus edges (see docs) (R1>, <R1, R2>, <R2)
*
## [27] [output_formats]: Output formats (see docs)
## [28] [pop_assign_file]: Path to population assignment file
## [29] [reference_as_filter]: Reads mapped to this reference are removed in step 3
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##########################################################################

To create each individual assembly, all steps of ipyrad were then run on the Yale high
performance computing cluster using the following batch script. Each script was modified to
reflect different assembly names, but the parameters were otherwise identical between
assemblies.

File names: slurm_ipyrad_(hartout_parent) (parent) (hybrids) (parent_hybrid) (yas) (zin).sbatch
##########################################################################
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH --partition pi_edwards
#SBATCH --ntasks 15
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu 10G
#SBATCH --time 1-00:00:00
#SBATCH --job-name (hartout_parent) (parent) (hybrids) (parent_hybrid) (yas) (zin)
#SBATCH --output hybrid_output.txt
module load miniconda
source activate ipyrad_10_2019
## call ipyrad on your params file
ipyrad -p params-(hartout_parent) (parent) (hybrids) (parent_hybrid) (yas) (zin).txt -s 1234567
##########################################################################
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Phylogenetic analyses on the parents and V. hartwegii outgroup assembly (hartout_parent) were
run using the tetrad module of ipyrad using the following commands as part of a jupyter
notebook:

File name: 2021_mexvib_rad.ipynb
##########################################################################
#first load ipyrad modules
import ipyrad as ip
import ipyrad.analysis as ipa
import toyplot
import toytree
### tetrad for phylogeny
# path to the .snps.hdf5 database file
data =
"/home/mm3465/scratch60/ipyrad/ipyrad_hartout_parent/hartout_parent_outfiles/hartout_parent.
sn ps.hdf5"
# initiate analysis object with input data and parameter options
tet = ipa.tetrad( name="2021_hartout_parent_2", data=data, nquartets=5000, nboots=100,)
#run tetrad, runs parallel
tet.run(auto=True)
#plot resulting tree with toytree
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tre =
toytree.tree(tet.trees.tree).root(["PWS3186_hartwegii","PWS3190_hartwegii","PWS3193_hartw
egii" ]) tre.draw(node_labels="support", use_edge_lengths=False);
##########################################################################

Structure analyses were run through ipyrad using the parent assembly, parent_hybrid assembly,
Yashtinin assembly (yas), and Zinacantan assembly (zin). Structure analyses were run through a
jupyter notebook.

File name: 2021_mexvib_rad.ipynb
##########################################################################
##parent assembly structure analyses
#initiate analysis object with input data and (optional) parameter options
struct = ipa.structure(name="parent_structure_k2_through_5",data=data_parent,mincov=0.3,)
#burnin and replicates for each structure run
struct.mainparams.burnin = 5000
struct.mainparams.numreps = 10000
#parents k=2-5, 10 replicates of each structure run, downstream analysis combines structure
replicates
struct.run(nreps=10, kpop=[2, 3, 4, 5], auto=True)
###plot analyses for each value of k
#parents: k=2
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
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table = table.sort_values(by=[1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#parents: k=3
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#67a9cf", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
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axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#parents: k=4
#lautum on right/mauve/#BC8F8F, jucundum on left/teal/#02818a, reference is light
blue/#67a9cf k=4
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#parents: k=5
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 4])
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colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf", "#014636"]

# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}

##parents and hybrids assembly structure analyses
#initiate analysis object with input data and (optional) parameter options
struct =
ipa.structure(name="parent_hybrid_structure_k2_through_5",data=data_parent_hybrid,mincov=
0.3,)
#burnin and replicates for each structure run
struct.mainparams.burnin = 5000
struct.mainparams.numreps = 10000
#parents and hybrids k=2-5, 10 replicates of each structure run, downstream analysis combines
structure replicates
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struct.run(nreps=10, kpop=[2, 3, 4, 5], auto=True)
###plot analyses for each value of k
#parents and hybrids: k=2
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#parents and hybrids: k=3
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#67a9cf", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
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axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#parents and hybrids: k=4
#lautum on right/mauve/#BC8F8F, jucundum on left/teal/#02818a, reference is light
blue/#67a9cf k=4
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
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#parents and hybrids: k=5
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 4])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf", "#014636"]

# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
##yashtinin assembly structure analyses
#initiate analysis object with input data and (optional) parameter options
struct = ipa.structure(name="yas_structure_k2_through_5",data=data_yas,mincov=0.3,)
#burnin and replicates for each structure run
struct.mainparams.burnin = 5000
struct.mainparams.numreps = 10000
#yashtinin k=2-5, 10 replicates of each structure run, downstream analysis combines structure
replicates
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struct.run(nreps=10, kpop=[2, 3, 4, 5], auto=True)
###plot analyses for each value of k
#yashtinin: k=2
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#yashtinin: k=3
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#67a9cf", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
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axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#yashtinin: k=4
#lautum on right/mauve/#BC8F8F, jucundum on left/teal/#02818a, reference is light
blue/#67a9cf k=4
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
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#yashtinin: k=5
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 4])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf", "#014636"]

# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
##zinacantan assembly structure analyses
#initiate analysis object with input data and (optional) parameter options
struct = ipa.structure(name="zin_structure_k2_through_5",data=data_zin,mincov=0.3,)
#burnin and replicates for each structure run
struct.mainparams.burnin = 5000
struct.mainparams.numreps = 10000
#zinacantan k=2-5, 10 replicates of each structure run, downstream analysis combines structure
replicates
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struct.run(nreps=10, kpop=[2, 3, 4, 5], auto=True)
###plot analyses for each value of k
#zinacantan: k=2
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#zinacantan: k=3
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#67a9cf", "#02818a"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
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axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
#zinacantan: k=4
#lautum on right/mauve/#BC8F8F, jucundum on left/teal/#02818a, reference is light
blue/#67a9cf k=4
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 1])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf"]
# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
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#zinacantan: k=5
table = struct.get_clumpp_table(k)
table = table.sort_values(by=[2, 4])
colors = ["#BC8F8F", "#d0d1e6", "#02818a", "#67a9cf", "#014636"]

# build barplot
canvas = toyplot.Canvas(width=3000, height=1000)
axes = canvas.cartesian(bounds=("10%", "90%", "10%", "45%"))
axes.bars(table, color=colors)
# add labels to x-axis
ticklabels = [i for i in table.index.tolist()] axes.x.ticks.locator =
toyplot.locator.Explicit(labels=ticklabels) axes.x.ticks.labels.angle = -60
axes.x.ticks.show = True
axes.x.ticks.labels.offset = 10
axes.x.ticks.labels.style = {"font-size": "30px"}
##########################################################################

Using the hybrids.vcf output file from the hybrids ipyrad assembly, I performed trait association
analyses. The steps for trait association are as follows:

##########################################################################
#start interactive node and call resources
srun --pty -t 0-6:00 --mem 12G -p interactive bash
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###load VCFtools and BCFtools for filtering
module load VCFtools
module load BCFtools/1.5-foss-2016b
#filter for hybrids.vcf output from ipyrad for biallelic loci
bcftools view --min-ac=1 --max-alleles 2 hybrids.vcf > hybrids_biallelic_only_alt.vcf
#filter for quality and indels
vcftools --vcf hybrids_biallelic_only_alt.vcf --minDP 3 --minGQ 25 --remove-indels --recode
--recode-INFO-all --out hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25.vcf
#put filtered output into new directory with all other files necessary for trait association
cd /home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma
mkdir gemma_impute_20
#copy in .vcf, phenotype file, and qqman script
cp
/home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/impute/impute_40/hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25.vcf
.recode.vcf /home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_20
cp
/home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/impute/impute_40/hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25.vcf
.recode.vcf /home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_20
cp /home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_40/assoc2qqman_fixed.py
/home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_20
cp /home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_40/phenotype.tsv
/home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_20
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#use vcftools to filter for missingness: included alleles must be present in 20% percent of 119
samples -> 95.2 = 95 max missing
module load VCFtools
vcftools --vcf hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25.vcf.recode.vcf --max-missing-count 95
--recode --recode-INFO-all --out hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25_20_present.vcf
#After filtering, kept 55880 out of a possible 698983 Sites
#make a copy of hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25_20_present.vcf.recode.vcf and remove
header so it's easier to index, copy header back after filtering
cp hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25_20_present.vcf.recode.vcf hybrids_20_to_edit.vcf
#get rid of header on hybrids_20_to_edit.vcf
nano hybrids_20_to_edit.vcf
#awk to get rid of singleton scaffolds (lost about 180 singleton scaffolds)
awk 'NR==FNR{a[$1]++;next}a[$1]>1' FS='\t' hybrids_20_to_edit.vcf hybrids_20_to_edit.vcf >
hybrids_20_singletons_filtered.vcf
#add header from hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25_20_present.vcf.recode.vcf back on to
hybrids_20_singletons_filtered.vcf
#save header from hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25_20_present.vcf.recode.vcf
grep "#" hybrids_biallelic_only_alt_DP3_GQ25_20_present.vcf.recode.vcf > vcf_header.txt
#put vcf_header.txt on top of hybrids_20_singletons_filtered.vcf and save output
cat vcf_header.txt hybrids_20_singletons_filtered.vcf > hybrids_20_for_beagle.vcf

###use beagle to impute missing genomic data
#run hybrids_20_for_beagle.vcf through beagle
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module load miniconda
conda activate imputation_12_20
#start interactive job
srun --pty -t 0-6:00 --mem 12G -p interactive bash
#run beagle with 12G
#impute missing alleles with 20% present alleles and 80% absent to be imputed
beagle -Xmx12g gt=hybrids_20_for_beagle.vcf out=hybrids_impute_20.vcf
#beagle can’t run on scaffolds with very few markers, so delete these scaffolds as they come up
#ctrl+z to stop job and then delete scaffold that's causing problems
#scaffold beagle got stuck on that had to be deleted:
#Window 84 (contig15897:640590-833033)
#command to iterate deleting scaffolds and rerunning beagle
grep -v "contig15897" hybrids_20_for_beagle.vcf > hybrids_20_for_beagle_no1.vcf
beagle gt=hybrids_20_for_beagle_no1.vcf out=hybrids_impute_20.vcf

###use plink to format beagle output as gemma input
#unzip beagle output and run plink
gunzip hybrids_impute_20.vcf.vcf.gz
module load PLINK/1.90-beta5.3
plink --vcf hybrids_impute_20.vcf.vcf --allow-extra-chr --out hybrids_impute_20
#combine .fam with phenotype.tsv for gemma
cut -f1,2,3,4,5 hybrids_impute_20.fam > hybrids_impute_20_modified.fam
paste hybrids_impute_20_modified.fam phenotype.tsv > hybrids_impute_20.fam
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### use gemma to associate leaf traits with genomic markers
module load GEMMA
#make relatedness matrix
gemma -bfile hybrids_impute_20 -gk 1 -o hybrids_impute_20
## number of total SNPs/var

=

55698

## number of analyzed SNPs

=

32206

gemma -bfile hybrids_impute_20 -k
/home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_20/output/hybrids_impute_20.cXX.txt -lmm
2 -maf 0.01 -o phenotype
## number of total SNPs/var

=

55698

## number of analyzed SNPs

=

32206

### plot gemma trait associations in qqman
#use python script to reformat output for qqman
module unload GEMMA
module load Python
#modify phenotype.assoc.txt$chr to get rid of 'contig' before number
sed 's/contig//g' output/phenotype.assoc.txt > output/phenotype.assoc_rename_contig.txt
python assoc2qqman_fixed.py output/phenotype.assoc_rename_contig.txt >
output/phenotype.assoc_rename_contig.qqman20.txt
#download and run rrman locally in R
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rsync -av
mm3465@farnam.hpc.yale.edu:/home/mm3465/scratch60/gemma/gemma_impute_20/output/ph
enotype.assoc_rename_contig.qqman20.txt ~/Desktop/gemma_output
#plot trait associations on local computer in R using qqman, one plot for each trait
#load files for plotting
#load files
#output for impute_20 (blade area)
gemma_ba <read.delim(file='~/desktop/gemma_output/phenotype.assoc_rename_contig.qqman20.txt')
#output for impute_20 (length/width)
gemma_low <read.delim(file='~/desktop/gemma_output/low.assoc_rename_contig.qqman20.txt')
#output for impute_20 (teeth)
gemma_teeth <read.delim(file='~/desktop/gemma_output/teeth.assoc_rename_contig.qqman20.txt')
#output for impute_20 (abaxial trichomes)
gemma_trichab <read.delim(file='~/desktop/gemma_output/trichab.assoc_rename_contig.qqman20.txt')
#output for impute_20 (adaxial trichomes)
gemma_trichad <read.delim(file='~/desktop/gemma_output/trichad.assoc_rename_contig.qqman20.txt')
#sort data frames by number of snps per scaffold, highest to lowest, after sorting, rename CHR to
ogCHR, make new CHR where scaffolds are sequential (1,2,3, etc.)
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gemma_ba_sort <- gemma_ba %>% add_count(CHR, sort = TRUE)
gemma_ba_sort <- gemma_ba_sort %>% rename(ogCHR = CHR)
gemma_ba_sort$CHR <- as.numeric(fct_rev(as.factor(gemma_ba_sort$n)))
gemma_low_sort <- gemma_low %>% add_count(CHR, sort = TRUE)
gemma_low_sort <- gemma_low_sort %>% rename(ogCHR = CHR)
gemma_low_sort$CHR <- as.numeric(fct_rev(as.factor(gemma_low_sort$n)))
gemma_teeth_sort <- gemma_teeth %>% add_count(CHR, sort = TRUE)
gemma_teeth_sort <- gemma_teeth_sort %>% rename(ogCHR = CHR)
gemma_teeth_sort$CHR <- as.numeric(fct_rev(as.factor(gemma_teeth_sort$n)))
gemma_trichab_sort <- gemma_trichab %>% add_count(CHR, sort = TRUE)
gemma_trichab_sort <- gemma_trichab_sort %>% rename(ogCHR = CHR)
gemma_trichab_sort$CHR <- as.numeric(fct_rev(as.factor(gemma_trichab_sort$n)))
gemma_trichad_sort <- gemma_trichad %>% add_count(CHR, sort = TRUE)
gemma_trichad_sort <- gemma_trichad_sort %>% rename(ogCHR = CHR)
gemma_trichad_sort$CHR <- as.numeric(fct_rev(as.factor(gemma_trichad_sort$n)))
#manhattan plots for all traits, annotated dots:
manhattan(gemma_ba_sort, main = "Blade Area", annotatePval = 0.00001, ylim = c(0, 15),
cex.axis = 2, col = c("coral4", "lavenderblush4"))
manhattan(gemma_low_sort, main = "Blade Length/Blade Width", annotatePval = 0.00001, ylim
= c(0, 15), cex.axis = 2, col = c("coral4", "lavenderblush4"))
manhattan(gemma_teeth_sort, main = "Marginal Leaf Teeth", annotatePval = 0.00001, ylim =
c(0, 15), cex.axis = 2, col = c("coral4", "lavenderblush4"))
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manhattan(gemma_trichab_sort, main = "Abaxial Trichome Density", annotatePval = 0.00001,
ylim = c(0, 15), cex.axis = 2, col = c("coral4", "lavenderblush4"))
manhattan(gemma_trichad_sort, main = "Adaxial Trichome Density", annotatePval = 0.00001,
ylim = c(0, 15), cex.axis = 2, col = c("coral4", "lavenderblush4"))
##########################################################################
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